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AUgust

Be Blessed through God’s Word
as You De-Stress, Meditate, and Create!
yy Perforated and with lay-flat binding
yy Now with sixteen more pages makes it
an even better value!
yy New, more intricate designs are sure
to impress

I

n this harried, stressed-out world, it’s good to slow down, relax, and
get creative. Filled with Scriptures that emphasize the abundance of
God’s generosity to us, Promises of Blessing will refresh the mind and
calm the soul.
Adult coloring books are a great way to express creativity, and this
beautiful, intricately designed book is sure to inspire with its fresh artwork
and thoughtful Scriptures, as well as several exciting new features. The
pages are perforated for easy removal to display artwork or share with a
friend, and the new lay-flat binding makes for a better coloring experience.
Presenting the truth of God’s kindness and generosity in a fun and
creative format, Promises of Blessing encourages you to drink deeply
from Scripture as you color and create. Space is included for reflections,
prayers, or even doodles. Gather your favorite markers, crayons, or colored
pencils and start coloring!

Promises of Blessing
Margaret Feinberg

Vital Information
Available: August 2, 2016
$12.99
978-0-7642-1946-7
trade paper
8½ x 11
64 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: GAMES / Board Games
RELIGION / Christian Life / Devotional
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Margaret Feinberg is a popular Bible teacher and speaker
at churches, and she leads
conferences such as Catalyst,
Thrive, and Women of Joy. Her
books, including The Organic
God, The Sacred Echo, Scouting
the Divine, Wonderstruck, and
Fight Back With Joy, and their
corresponding Bible studies,
have sold nearly one million copies and received critical acclaim and extensive national media coverage.
Margaret and her husband, Leif, live in Utah. Learn
more at www.margaretfeinberg.com.
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Also Available
Live Fearless
978-0-7642-1864-4
Live Free
978-0-7642-1863-7
Live Loved
978-0-7642-1862-0

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

September

Relax and Unwind While Being Inspired
and Amazed by Hope!
yy Beautiful, detailed illustrations
yy Inspiring verses blend organically
into the pages
yy High-end paper and lay-flat binding make
for a great coloring experience

W

e were all born to create, and it’s hard to imagine childhood without
paper and crayons. But that drive to add your own touch of beauty
to the world doesn’t need to stop now that you’re grown.
Images of Hope is a beautiful and playful masterpiece, blending handdrawn, intricate illustrations with the rich words of Scripture. Each page is
a source of inspiration, a gentle tonic for the busyness and complexity of
our hectic lives. Incorporated into each design is a delicate hand-lettered
Bible verse that focuses on the hope God provides in our lives, giving you
the opportunity to meditate on his love and his care for you as you color.
Let this book inspire you creatively while it reconnects you with the God
who created you and knows your every need.
Grab your colored pencils, crayons, or markers and set yourself free to
create. And when you’re done, inspire others by giving away your art or
posting it to social media. But most important: relax, have fun, and remember God loves you more than you can even imagine.

Images of Hope
Jacqui Grace

Vital Information
Available: September 6, 2016
$14.99
978-0-7642-1950-4

About the Author
Jacqui Grace is a professional artist and designer who has
created illustrated books, greeting cards, gift wrap, and more.
Jacqui lives in England with her
husband and children.

trade paper
9¾ x 9¾
96 pages
Case Quantity: 24

Also Available
Images of Grace
978-0-7642-1883-5

Category: GAMES / Board Games
RELIGION / Christian Life / Devotional
Rights: Cannot export to the UK
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October

May the Joy of the Lord Fill Your Heart
as You Color and Create!
yy Perforated and with lay-flat binding
yy Now with sixteen more pages makes it
an even better value!
yy New, more complex designs are sure to impress

G

od wants our joy to be full! He reminds us of this again and again, and
yet we constantly let the cares of the world steal it from us. In this
beautifully designed coloring book, Margaret Feinberg shares powerful
verses from God’s Word that teach how to relinquish our past regrets,
current troubles, and future worries. What could be better than coloring
and meditating on these encouraging Scriptures?
Coloring books are a great way to express creativity, and Margaret
Feinberg is ready to introduce readers to what’s next in the category. In
addition to the book’s beautiful, intricate artwork and thoughtful Scriptures,
she’s added several new features readers have been asking for. The pages
are perforated for easy removal to display artwork or share with a friend,
and the new lay-flat binding makes for a better coloring experience.
Gather your markers or pencils, put aside your troubles, and let God fill
your heart with peace and hope!

Promises of Joy
Margaret Feinberg

Vital Information
Available: October 4, 2016
$12.99
978-0-7642-1945-0
trade paper
8½ x 11
64 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: GAMES / Board Games
RELIGION / Christian Life / Devotional
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Margaret Feinberg is a popular Bible teacher and speaker
at churches, and she leads
conferences such as Catalyst,
Thrive, and Women of Joy. Her
books, including The Organic
God, The Sacred Echo, Scouting
the Divine, Wonderstruck, and
Fight Back With Joy, and their
corresponding Bible studies,
have sold nearly one million copies and received critical acclaim and extensive national media coverage.
Margaret and her husband, Leif, live in Utah. Learn
more at www.margaretfeinberg.com.
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Also Available
Live Fearless
978-0-7642-1864-4
Live Free
978-0-7642-1863-7
Live Loved
978-0-7642-1862-0

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

January

A Parent-Approved, Fun Read for Kids
yy Jokebook meets Bible-facts book for kids
ages six and up
yy Great impulse buy for parents, grandparents,
and teachers
yy Jokebooks are perennial bestsellers

W

hat could be more fun than seeing kids laugh and have their curiosities piqued while they learn a thing or two about God’s Word along
the way? Every page of this book is sure to tease their brains and tickle
their funny bones.
Troy Schmidt has been writing for kids for 30 years. He’s written
children’s Bible-based storybooks for the Their Side of the Story collection
and worked as a creative consultant for children’s television programs. This
book is guaranteed to entertain children for hours with chapters like “He
Stands at the Door and Knock Knocks,” “Matches Made in Heaven,” and
“Are You Smarter Than King Solomon?” A great gift for kids to share with
their friends, and moms and dads might even find themselves laughing and
learning too!

Bible Trivia, Jokes, and
Fun Facts for Kids
Troy Schmidt

Vital Information
Available: January 17
$9.99
978-0-7642-1846-0
trade paper
5½ x 8½
192 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Humor / Jokes
& Riddles
RELIGION / Christian Education / Children & Youth
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Troy Schmidt’s career has
included writing for animation,
children’s books, videos including Max Lucado’s Hermie and
Friends video and book series,
and inspirational books for
adults, including The 100 Best
Bible Verses on Prayer. He is
the consulting producer for The
American Bible Challenge with
Jeff Foxworthy. In addition, he is a campus pastor
at First Baptist Church of Windermere, Florida. Troy
and his wife have three sons and make their home in
Florida. To learn more visit www.troyeschmidt.com.
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Also Available
The 100 Most Encouraging
Verses of the Bible
978-0-7642-1760-9
The 100 Best Bible Verses
on Heaven
978-0-7642-1759-3
The 100 Best Bible Verses
on Prayer
978-0-7642-1758-6

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

February

Tools for Identifying and Developing
Spiritual, Social, and Emotional Growth
yy Provides much-needed benchmarks for the
healthy development of children
yy Teaches parents how to foster courage,
empathy, and resilience in their kids
yy Authors are sought-after licensed counselors
and media personalities

F

rom birth to adulthood, our children’s physical and intellectual development is carefully tracked and charted. But what about their hearts?
After all, how our children develop emotionally, socially, and spiritually will
determine who they become as husbands and wives, fathers and mothers,
friends and co-workers.
Are My Kids on Track? helps you identify and measure 12 key emotional,
social, and spiritual milestones in your children’s lives. Moreover, you will
discover practical ways to guide your kids through any stumbling blocks
they might encounter and help them reach the appropriate landmarks.
Along the way the authors pinpoint the different ways boys and girls
develop, so you can help your child flourish in his or her own way.
Filled with decades of experience from three practicing counselors,
speakers, and writers, this book provides you with valuable, current research
and user-friendly, hands-on practices to make supporting your kids’ soul
development a seamless part of family life. Don’t just raise smart kids—
raise courageous, compassionate, resilient, empathetic, and smart kids.

Are My Kids on Track?
Sissy Goff, David Thomas, and Melissa Trevathan

Vital Information
Available: February 14
$15.99
978-0-7642-1912-2

About the Authors
Sissy Goff, MEd, LPC-MHSP,
is a counselor and a regular
guest on media such as Moody
Midday Connection and The
Chat with Priscilla. She has a
column in both Parenting Teens
and ParentLife magazines and
lives in Nashville, Tennessee.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
288 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Family
Rights: Worldwide

w w w.bethanyhouse.com

David Thomas, LMSW, is a
counselor and frequent guest
on national television and
radio, including Moody Midday
Connection and The Chat with
Priscilla, and has a column in
ParentLife magazine. He and his
wife, Connie, have a daughter
and twin sons and live in Nashville, Tennessee.
Melissa Trevathan, MRE, has
been a teacher, head of spiritual
life at a private school, and
founded Daystar Counseling
Ministries in 1985. She is
a sought-after speaker and
writer and lives in Nashville,
Tennessee.
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February

Endorsements
“I know firsthand that Kevin
Johnson is biblically insightful and
practical. Pray the Scriptures Bible
will help you to pray deeply for
yourself, your loved ones, and your
world.”—Josh McDowell, author
of More Than a Carpenter
“For two decades Kevin Johnson’s
writings have led students and adults
deeper into the heart of God. Now he
shows us how to use Scripture as
the ultimate prayer book. We love it.
This is powerful inspiration.”
—Drs. Les and Leslie Parrott,
authors of Saving Your Marriage
Before It Starts
“Pray the Scriptures Bible launches
and guides your prayers with the
highest-octane fuel and most precise
compass in the world: the living Word
of God. Read it. Do it. Your prayers and
your world will never be the same.”
—Ken Sande, author of The Peacemaker

w w w.bethanyhouse.com
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

February

A Companion
to a Biblical Prayer Life
yy Shows readers how to pray
the Scriptures, encouraging
them to make it a daily
practice
yy Features specific prayers
to pray alongside the text
yy Verse-by-verse approach
gives thousands of
Scripture-specific prayers

T

his Bible is a companion to Bible reading and prayer for those interested in centering
their prayers on the foundation of Scripture. Bestselling author Kevin Johnson has
written Scripture-specific prayers from Genesis to Revelation to empower readers to pray
biblically. Readers will pray with more confidence, learning to apply Scripture to life and
grow closer to the heart of God through prayer.
The KJV Pray the Scriptures Bible includes these special features:
• thousands of Scripture-specific prayers
• a guide to praying the Scriptures
• introductions for each book of the Bible
• articles based on major categories of prayer
• index of prayers that appear in Scripture
• topical prayer guide
The KJV Pray the Scriptures Bible opens an avenue of conversation with God as he
speaks to us through his Word.

KJV Pray the Scriptures
Bible
Kevin Johnson, ed.

Vital Information

About the Editor

Available: January 31
black duravella
$49.99
978-0-7642-1956-6
5 3/8 x 8¼
1,792 pages
Case Quantity: 16

hardcover
$34.99
978-0-7642-1954-2
5 3/8 x 8¼
1,792 pages
Case Quantity: 16
navy duravella, Lord’s Prayer Design
$49.99
978-0-7642-1955-9
5 3/8 x 8¼
1,792 pages
Case Quantity: 16

Category: BIBLES / King James Version / Devotional
RELIGION / Christian Life / Prayer
BIBLES / King James Version / General
Rights: Worldwide

w w w.bethanyhouse.com
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Kevin Johnson is the creator
of the first-of-its-kind Pray
the Scriptures Bible and the
bestselling author or coauthor
of more than fifty books and
Bible products for adults, students, and children. His training
includes an MDiv from Fuller
Theological Seminary and a BA
in English and print journalism
from the University of Wisconsin–River Falls. With
a background as a youth worker, senior nonfiction
book editor, and teaching pastor, he is now a career
consultant and executive coach in Minnesota, helping
people take their bold next steps in work and life.
Kevin is married to Lyn, and they have three grown
children. Learn more at kevinjohnsonbooks.com.

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

February

Ingenious Parenting Shortcuts
Every Mom and Dad Should Know
yy From a bestselling author of self-help books
on family relationships
yy Perfect size and price for impulse purchases
yy For parents of kids ages 6 to 11

P

arenting can be hard work, and our lives continue to get busier and
busier. Is it possible to lighten the load but still raise great kids?
From his experiences as a dad as well as interacting with countless
other parents, Jay Payleitner has gathered scores of secrets worth passing
along—simple things veteran moms and dads have learned over the
years. Things as simple as passing along truths during TV commercials. Or
connecting with your children as you tuck them in at night. Or learning how
to laugh over spilt milk.
Some of the ideas are old-school secrets that were passed from one
generation to the next; others deal with issues that would have never
crossed Grandma and Grandpa’s minds. All of them are easy to implement.
This book is designed for a quick, breezy reading experience, letting
parents pick and choose those ideas that will make their lives easier, their
kids happier, and their futures even brighter.

Quick Tips for Busy
Families
Jay Payleitner

Vital Information
Available: February 14
$13.99
978-0-7642-1869-9
trade paper
5½ x 8½
208 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Family
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Jay Payleitner’s books have
sold over 300,000 copies in the
last five years. As a speaker,
Jay has emceed men’s events,
keynoted youth rallies, and
facilitated creative training
sessions. He also served as the
executive director for the Illinois Fatherhood Initiative and
is a featured writer/blogger
for The National Center for Fathering (fathers.com).
See Jay’s website at www.fathers52.com.
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

February / march
Inspiring Message for Moms
from Sarah Jakes

Strategies to Help Parents Guide
Boys Successfully into Manhood

mass
market

Now in
Paper

M

H

Dear Mary

What Your Son
Isn’t Telling You

ary, Jesus’ mother, is a remarkable example of quiet, resilient faith
and courage in the face of adversity. She was witness to our Lord and
Savior in a unique way.
Sarah Jakes, a mom herself, examines the life of Mary—and through
Mary, Jesus—to better understand what a life of faith looks like. Maybe you
struggle to trust God. Perhaps fears keep you from the joy God wants for you.
Or maybe the thought of raising little ones overwhelms you. Through Mary,
discover the freedom that only true faith can bring.

ere’s a rare look at the secret lives of teen boys—often characterized by
loneliness and peer fear, in which measuring up means conforming to a
tough-guy code, never showing weakness or expressing true feelings. Many
boys feel constant pressure to prove themselves in the classroom, on playing
fields, and among their friends. Deep inside they hunger for family support
and connection—and long to be accepted by their peers. This must-read book
is packed with real-life stories and emails from teen boys that will give you
new insights into the mind and heart of your son.

Sarah Jakes

Michael Ross and Susie Shellenberger
Vital Information

About the Author

Available: February 14
$14.99
978-0-7642-1911-5

Vital Information

Sarah Jakes is a businesswoman, writer,
speaker, and media personality. She is the
senior editor of the online magazine eMotions and, with her husband, Touré Roberts,
ministers to those in the TV, film, and music
industries. Sarah and her family live in
Southern California. Learn more at www.
sarahjakesroberts.com.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
192 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Available: March 14
$6.99
978-0-7642-1840-8
mass market
4¼ x 7
192 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Family
RELIGION / Christian Life / General
Rights: Worldwide

w w w.bethanyhouse.com

About the Authors
Michael Ross is an award-winning writer
and editor. He has authored and collaborated
on more than 30 books. Michael and his
family live in Nebraska.
Susie Shellenberger has written more
than 40 books and is in demand as an
international speaker for women’s groups
and teens. Susie lives in Oklahoma.

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Family
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Parenting /
General
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Life Stages /
Teenagers
Rights: Worldwide
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

March

Remarkable True Stories of Miraculous
Answers to Prayer
yy From the compiler of Angels, Miracles,
and Heavenly Encounters, which has sold
over 75,000
yy Ordinary people share life-changing answers
to prayer
yy Amazing accounts that will strengthen faith
and encourage hope

M

any people pray, but some don’t really believe that God is listening.
Answers to prayer can be so small and ordinary that they go unnoticed. But every so often we are powerfully reminded that God does indeed
hear and answer prayer. What begins with simple faith and a basic prayer
from an average Christian ends with an astounding gift from our loving
heavenly Father.
In this new collection, ordinary people recount miraculous answers to
prayer—things that could only happen with God’s supernatural intervention, such as unexplainable healings and amazing protection in life-threating situations. This book will inspire you to believe that God can answer
even your most seemingly impossible prayers, fulfilling your deepest needs
and biggest dreams.

Gifts From Heaven
James Stuart Bell, comp.

Vital Information
Available: February 28
$13.99
978-0-7642-1786-9
trade paper
5½ x 8½
256 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Inspirational
RELIGION / Christian Life / Prayer
Rights: Worldwide

About the Compiler
James Stuart Bell is a
Christian publishing veteran
and the owner of Whitestone
Communications, a literary
development agency. He is the
editor of many story collections,
including Angels, Miracles,
and Heavenly Encounters and
Heaven Touching Earth, as well
© David Vosburg
as the coauthor of numerous
books in the Complete Idiot’s Guide series. He has cover
credit on over one hundred books, and he and his wife
live in the western suburbs of Chicago.
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Also Available
Jesus Talked to Me Today
978-0-7642-1722-7
Heaven Touching Earth
978-0-7642-1186-7
Angels, Miracles,
and Heavenly Encounters
978-0-7642-0958-1

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

March

Discover New Passion and Purpose after
the Kids Leave Home
revised
and
Updated

yy “Packed with insights and practical tools for
moms about to send their teens into the real
world.”—Shaunti Feldhahn, bestselling author
of For Women Only
yy Helps women embrace an often challenging
time of change and transition

M

any women approaching their empty-nest years do so with mixed
emotions—feeling grief for what is no more but also excitement
for what lies ahead. Barbara Rainey and Susan Yates are seasoned empty
nesters, and they know firsthand the ups and downs, the uncertainty and
challenges that accompany this new stage of life.
Although Mom is a lifelong role, the job description changes significantly when the kids are grown. Questions abound: Who am I now? How do I
relate to my kids? How will my marriage be affected? Where am I needed?
Every woman in this stage needs to determine her own redefined role as
wife, mother, friend, and more. Offering practical advice and biblical guidance, along with inspiring personal stories of women who have discovered
how to live a meaningful life during the “second half,” Barbara and Susan
help you work out how to flourish and thrive in your own empty nests.

Barbara and Susan’s
Guide to the Empty Nest,
rev. & updated ed.
Barbara Rainey and
Susan Yates

Vital Information
Available: March 14
$15.99
978-0-7642-1919-1
trade paper
5½ x 8½
244 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Relationships
RELIGION / Christian Life / Family
Rights: Worldwide

About the Authors
Barbara Rainey and her
husband, Dennis, are founders
of the Campus Crusade ministry
FamilyLife, and they host Weekend to Remember conferences
around the world. They have
authored more than two dozen
books, including the bestselling
Moments Together for Couples.
The Raineys have been married
for more than forty years and live near Little Rock,
Arkansas.

w w w.bethanyhouse.com
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Susan Yates is the author of
several books and is a regular
guest on FamilyLife Today and
other national radio programs.
She and her husband, John, are
popular speakers at marriage
and parenting conferences and
live in Virginia.

Also Available from Barbara Rainey
Letters to My Daughters
978-0-7642-1773-9
Moments Together for Couples
(with Dennis Rainey)
978-0-7642-1538-4

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

March

Helping the Same-Sex Attracted
Faithfully Follow Jesus
yy “I can’t imagine any Christian not being
helped by this book.”—Kevin DeYoung
on Compassion Without Compromise
yy A compassionate, practical approach
for biblical faithfulness
yy Author’s own story helps him relate
to readers in this struggle

A

s Christians seek to be biblically faithful on the issue of homosexuality,
two fundamental questions come to mind: How can a person with
same-sex attraction faithfully follow Jesus in his or her sexuality? And how
can we support and encourage them in this?
With compassion and wisdom—on a topic rife with misunderstanding
and hurt—author and pastor Ron Citlau will help you think deeply and
clearly about every option the Bible offers, and what it clearly does not.
Having personally dealt with same-sex attraction, walked with others
still struggling, and pastored those with gay loved ones, he thoroughly
examines all of the available options—heterosexual marriage, singleness,
celibacy, and more—and considers them in light of the Scriptures.
With clarity and grace, he helps you discover the remarkable gifts God
provides to the Christian who struggles with same-sex attraction and
desires to faithfully follow Jesus. Here is a message of hope and practical,
loving guidance for those who are same-sex attracted—and those who
love them.

Hope for the Same-Sex
Attracted
Ron Citlau

Vital Information
Available: March 14
$14.99
978-0-7642-1868-2
trade paper
5½ x 8½
176 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Relationships
RELIGION / Christian Life / Social Issues
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Ron Citlau serves as senior
pastor of Calvary Church near
Chicago. Ron is coauthor
of Compassion Without
Compromise (with Adam Barr)
and helped produce curriculum
on sexual healing now used
by Desert Stream Ministries in
hundreds of churches throughout the country. Ron lives with
his wife, Amy, in Chicago.
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Also Available
Compassion without Compromise (with Adam Barr)
978-0-7642-1240-6

© oijoy photo

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

April

Are You Sure You Know What Your
Favorite Bible Stories Mean?
yy Exposes and explains 15 stories commonly
taken out of context
yy Builds on the success of The Most Misused
Verses in the Bible
yy “This is a book that is long overdue and I gladly
commend it.”—Tim Challies, on The Most
Misused Verses in the Bible

A

surprising number of popular Bible stories are commonly misused or
misunderstood, even by well-intentioned Christians. In this concise yet
thorough book, Eric J. Bargerhuff helps you fully understand the meaning
of David and Goliath, Jonah and the Big Fish, the Woman Caught in Adultery, and other well-known Bible stories.
Providing fascinating historical and scriptural insights, Bargerhuff helps
you sort through modern-day distortions of fifteen well-known Bible stories
and grasp their original meaning and purpose for us today.

The Most Misused Stories
in the Bible
Eric J. Bargerhuff

Vital Information
Available: April 18
$12.99
978-0-7642-1913-9
trade paper
5½ x 8½
176 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: RELIGION / Biblical Studies / General
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Eric J. Bargerhuff, PhD,
teaches in the Bible and Theology department and directs
the Honors Program at Trinity
College of Florida. He has
served in pastoral ministry for
over twenty years. He received
his doctorate in biblical and
systematic theology from Trinity
© Gina Leigh Photography
Evangelical Divinity School,
where he was mentored by author and scholar Wayne
Grudem. Eric and his family live in Florida.
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Praise for The Most Misused Verses
in the Bible
“The scholarship . . . is impeccable.”—Portland Book
Review
“A helpful book.”—Trevin Wax

Also Available
The Most Misused Verses
in the Bible
978-0-7642-0936-9

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

April

A Guide to Meaningful Parent-Son
Conversations
yy Thoughtful ways for parents to build stronger
relationships with their boys
yy Structured, practical discussion starters are
paired with memory-making activities
yy Perfect for either moms or dads to use

D

o you know what your son really thinks about girls, school, God, his
future? It’s not easy to be sure, is it? Boys aren’t known for being great
communicators, especially entering their teen years. How do you connect
with him on the things that are important to both of you?
Based on tried-and-true parenting wisdom, this book shares fun,
thoughtful questions and talking points that lead to meaningful, natural
conversations about
• physical and emotional changes your son is facing
• staying pure in an oversexualized culture
• using social media responsibly
• and much more
This structured approach offers practical ways to bond with your son
and encourage him in his faith, talk about the challenges he faces in school
and with friends, and show him that you love him dearly before he enters
the turbulent teen years.

He’s Almost a Teenager
Peter and Heather Larson and David and Claudia Arp

Vital Information
Available: April 18
$12.99
978-0-7642-1137-9
trade paper
5½ x 8½
160 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Family
RELIGION / Christian Life / Relationships
Rights: Worldwide

About the Authors
Peter and Heather Larson
regularly teach, write, and lead
marriage and family groups
together. Peter is a licensed
psychologist, and Heather, a
certified life coach, works with
Focus on the Family’s National
Institute of Marriage. The
Larsons have three tween- and
teenaged children (a son and
two daughters) and live in Minnesota.

David and Claudia Arp,
founders of Marriage Alive, are
creators of the 10 Great Dates
program, which is popular
across the U.S. and internationally. Frequently appearing in
national media, the Arps have
written more than thirty books,
including Suddenly They’re
13—Or the Art of Hugging a
Cactus. They live in Virginia.

Also Available
She’s Almost a Teenager
978-0-7642-1136-2
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

© I Do Photography Inc

April

Bestselling Authors Tackle Difficult Issues
for Believers and Doubters
yy Popular, trusted author team has sold more
than 3.5 million books, including God Is in the
Small Stuff
yy Bruce and Stan take a biblically faithful (but
nontraditional) approach to the big questions
people are asking about God, heaven, and hell
yy Includes candid, thoughtful questions for
personal reflection or group discussion

W

hen it comes to the big questions about heaven and hell—Are
these real places? Will God really send people to hell? What will
we actually do in heaven?—Bruce Bickel and Stan Jantz don’t pretend to
have all the answers. But they do know how to wrestle with uncertainty
and doubt. They welcome questions, and in these pages they ask some
of the most important ones you have about heaven and hell. With candor,
insight, and a disarming touch of humor, they provide some answers to
these critical questions, yet they leave enough space—and grace—for you
to keep wrestling, asking, and seeking Truth.
There is no shame in asking—after all, even some of the greatest men
and women in the Bible had doubts. Don’t let your questions go unanswered. What you find might just change your life.

Answering the Toughest
Questions About Heaven
and Hell
Bruce Bickel and Stan Jantz

Vital Information
Available: April 18
$12.99
978-0-7642-1871-2
trade paper
5½ x 8½
176 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / General
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Apologetics
Rights: Worldwide

About the Authors
Bruce Bickel and Stan Jantz
are the bestselling authors of
more than 50 books, including
the international bestseller
God Is in the Small Stuff and
the Christianity 101 series.
Their books have been used by
individuals and churches since
1997. Their passion is to communicate the truth about God
in a way that is clear, correct,
and casual. Bruce Bickel and
his wife, Cheryl, live in Fresno,
California. For more information
visit www.brucebickel.com.
Stan Jantz and his wife, Karin,
call Orange County home.

Also Available
Answering the Toughest
Questions About God and
the Bible
978-0-7642-1870-5

© Phil Hover, Soar Productions
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

M

January

Trusted Relationship Expert Offers Straightforward
Advice Guaranteed to Rev Up Any Couple’s Sex Life
yy Teaches men and women to speak each other’s
unique language
yy New York Times bestselling author, psychologist, and counselor promises that married
couples’ sexual relationship can significantly
improve within just five days

G

iven enough time, stress, and kids, even the most satisfying sex life
can turn ho-hum. Before long, you find that your conversations center
on taking the garbage out, you only make love with the lights off, and
experimenting in the bedroom means changing the color of the duvet.
Dr. Kevin Leman throws bored and frustrated couples an intimacy
lifeline. In just one week, couples will learn
• why women need sex (and what stops them from wanting it)
• why men want sex (and why what’s important to her is important
to him too)
• how to reclaim space just for the two of them
• how to communicate better for a more intimate connection
• how to spice things up in the bedroom
• and more
Dr. Leman’s candid advice comes with a guarantee that with just a little
attention to these doable strategies, husbands and wives can experience the kind of exciting intimacy they long for—not only by Friday, but
throughout their entire marriage. Includes a bonus section of questions and
answers on how couples can improve their sexual communication.

Have a New
Sex Life by Friday
Dr. Kevin Leman
Vital Information
Available: January 17
$17.99
978-0-8007-2413-9
hardcover
5½ x 8½
304 pages
Case Quantity: 28
Category: FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Marriage &
Long Term Relationships
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Love and Romance
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Dr. Kevin Leman is an internationally known psychologist,
radio and television personality,
and speaker who has taught
and entertained audiences
worldwide with his wit and
commonsense psychology. He
has made house calls through
hundreds of radio and television programs, such as Fox &
Friends, The View, Today, CBS’s The Early Show, The
700 Club, and CNN. A New York Times bestselling
and award-winning author, Dr. Leman has written
more than fifty books about marriage and family
issues, including The Birth Order Book, Sex Begins in
the Kitchen, and Have a New Kid by Friday. Dr. Leman
and his wife, Sande, live in Tucson, Arizona. They
have five children and four grandchildren.
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Also Available
Have a Happy Family
by Friday
978-0-8007-3260-8
Have a New Kid by Friday
978-0-8007-3218-9
Have a New Husband
by Friday
978-0-8007-2088-9
Sex Begins in the Kitchen
978-0-8007-3117-5

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

January

Proven Ways to Lower Bad Cholesterol and Raise
Good Cholesterol for a Longer, Healthier Life
yy Cholesterol-lowering drugs are the number
one prescribed drugs in America
yy A retired vascular surgeon, Dr. Furman knows
firsthand what cholesterol does to arteries
yy Equips readers to make lifestyle changes that
will significantly impact cholesterol levels in
ways that no medication can

W

hen it comes to our health, what we don’t know can harm us most.
Eighty-five percent of people over the age of fifty have significant
blockage in the arteries of their hearts without any symptoms. Two-thirds
of the time, the initial symptom is a full-blown heart attack. Doctors tell
patients to watch their diet, get regular exercise, and lose weight—but
they also increasingly prescribe “cholesterol lowering” drugs that patients
will take every day for the rest of their lives. The problem is that a daily pill
only addresses one small part of the cholesterol problem.
Dr. Furman wants readers to understand what their cholesterol numbers
mean, how best to change levels of both the “lethal” LDL cholesterol
and “hero” HDL cholesterol, and how to adjust their lifestyles in order to
stay off of expensive medications that don’t address the whole problem
(and often have negative health-impacting side effects). Not only will Dr.
Furman’s advice make them healthier in the short term, it will also enable
them to have more control over the aging process, allowing them to live
longer, better lives.

Your Cholesterol Matters
Richard Furman, MD, FACS

Vital Information
Available: January 3
$12.99
978-0-8007-2805-2

About the Author
Richard Furman, MD, FACS, spent over thirty years
as a vascular surgeon. Furman is past president of the
North Carolina Chapter of the American College of
Surgeons, past president of the North Carolina Surgical Society, and a two-term governor of the American
College of Surgeons. He is cofounder of World Medical Mission, the medical arm of Samaritan’s Purse,
and is a member of the board of Samaritan’s Purse.
He lives in Boone, North Carolina.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
208 pages
Case Quantity: 56

Also Available
Prescription for Life
978-0-8007-2444-3

Category: HEALTH & FITNESS / Healthy Living
Rights: Worldwide
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

February

Pat Williams Teaches Readers to Find Success
Where Their Talents and Passions Meet
yy Williams shares the one rule on which he built
a storied career in sports management
yy Offers readers practical tools for success and
stories from sports, business, and entertainment
yy Author has sold over 200,000 books and
maintains a significant promotional platform

F

rom the age of seven, Pat Williams’s greatest passion was baseball.
However, after two years in the minors, he had to admit it was not
his greatest talent, and his career as a professional baseball player was
at a dead end. But a phenomenally successful career in sports was just
beginning. When he combined his passion for sports with his greatest
talents—leadership, salesmanship, and promotion—he found his success
intersection.
“When your greatest talent intersects with your greatest passion,”
says Williams, “you have discovered your sweet spot in life.” It’s the spot
that will result in the greatest personal success and satisfaction and the
greatest impact on the world. Williams shows readers how to
• identify their greatest talent
• pursue their greatest passion
• multiply their efforts through teamwork
Readers will discover how to maximize their natural gifting, focus their
enthusiasm, and leverage their talent and passion into a lifetime
of success.

The Success Intersection
Pat Williams with Jim Denney

Vital Information
Available: January 31
$16.99
978-0-8007-2698-0
hardcover
5½ x 8½
208 pages
Case Quantity: 48
Category: SELF-HELP / Motivational & Inspirational
Rights: Worldwide

About the Authors
Pat Williams is senior vice
president of the NBA’s Orlando
Magic. He has more than fifty
years of professional sports
experience, has written dozens
of books, including the popular
Coach Wooden and It’s Not
Who You Know, It’s Who You
Are, and is one of America’s
most sought-after motivational
speakers. He lives in Florida. Find out more at www.
patwilliams.com.
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Jim Denney is a full-time freelance writer with more
than one hundred published books to his credit. His
collaborative titles include numerous books with Pat
Williams, including Coach Wooden, Coach Wooden’s
Greatest Secret, and It’s Not Who You Know, It’s Who
You Are.

Also Available
Coach Wooden
978-0-8007-2127-5
Coach Wooden’s Greatest Secret
978-0-8007-2374-3

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

February

Heartwarming and Uplifting Stories about
the Adventure of Marriage
yy Heartfelt, humorous, and poignant stories
from some of today’s most popular writers
invite readers to celebrate the gift of marriage
yy Contributors include Holley Gerth, Kristen
Welch, Emily Wierenga, Renee Swope, and
many more
yy Perfect gift for engagements, weddings, and
anniversaries

T

he best marriages are not necessarily the most perfect and picturesque.
Marriage is about walking together through all of life’s ups and downs,
its challenges and triumphs. And no relationship offers more chances for
personal and spiritual growth, love and support, and just plain fun.
Collecting true stories from some of today’s best writers, Dawn Camp
offers readers a chance to sit back and reflect on the heart of marriage.
With beautiful photographs and poignant prose, this collection is a great
gift for the bride-to-be, the couple celebrating a significant anniversary, or
for any time readers need a lift. Contributors include Holley Gerth, Kristen
Welch, Emily Wierenga, Renee Swope, and many more.

The Heart of Marriage
Dawn Camp, ed.

Vital Information
Available: February 14
$16.99
978-0-8007-2381-1
hardcover
5¾ x 8¼
224 pages
Case Quantity: 40
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / General
RELIGION / Christian Life / Love & Marriage
RELIGION / Christian Life / Inspirational
Rights: Worldwide

About the Editor
Dawn Camp is the camera-toting, homeschooling mother of
eight children and the editor
of The Beauty of Grace and
The Gift of Friendship. She is a
featured blogger at (in)courage,
and her beautiful photography previously graced their
monthly calendar and currently
decorates the desktops of
women around the world. Camp blogs at MyHomeSweetHomeOnline.net and is a featured photographer
on Adobe’s website for Adobe Photoshop Lightroom
software. She lives with her family in north metro
Atlanta.
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Also Available
The Beauty of Grace
978-0-8007-2396-5
The Gift of Friendship
978-0-8007-2380-4

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

February

Groundbreaking Work Applies Principles
of Emotional Intelligence to Marriage
yy Teaches couples how to identify emotional
needs within their marriage
yy Helps couples improve communication
yy Authors are clinical psychologists and therapists who have led seminars around the world
yy Dr. David Stoop’s You Are What You Think has
sold over 400,000 copies

T

he principles of emotional intelligence have long been applied to the
business world with remarkable results. But what would happen if they
were applied to that most important of relationships—marriage?
SMART Love is a system for understanding emotions—both your own
and your spouse’s—managing those emotions, and walking hand in hand
through those situations when emotions run high. Drs. David and Jan
Stoop break the book into five sections:
• Self-awareness of your emotions
• Managing your emotions
• Accountability to yourself, your spouse, and others
• Reading the other person’s emotions
• Together in the land of emotions
A SMART Love inventory helps readers see where they are strong and
where they need improvement, and each section includes action steps
couples can take to implement what they’ve learned. Perfect for couples’
counseling, small groups, and anyone who wants to connect with their
spouse more deeply.

SMART Love
Dr. David Stoop and Dr. Jan Stoop

Vital Information
Available: February 14
$14.99
978-0-8007-2755-0
trade paper
5½ x 8½
224 pages
Case Quantity: 52
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Love & Marriage
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Marriage & Long Term
Relationships
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Love & Romance
Rights: Worldwide

About the Authors
Dr. David Stoop is the founder
and director of the Center for
Family Therapy and is a cohost
of the nationally syndicated
New Life Live radio and TV
program. He is the author
of more than thirty books,
including Forgiving What You’ll
Never Forget and Rethink How
You Think.

w w w.revellbooks.com

Dr. Jan Stoop is a counselor, author, and seminar
speaker. Together the Stoops are coauthors or coeditors of When Couples Pray Together, The Complete
Marriage Book, and The Complete Parenting Book.
They lead seminars and retreats on topics such as
marital relationships, men’s issues, fathering, and forgiveness. Married for more than fifty years, they have
three sons and six grandchildren and live in Newport
Beach, California, where David has his counseling
practice. Learn more at www.drstoop.com.

Also Available
You Are What You Think
978-0-8007-8704-2
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

February

Proven Step-by-Step Plan for Turning
around Damaged Marriages in 90 Days
yy Shows readers how to rebuild a bad marriage
in just 90 days, even if only one spouse is committed to change

Repack

yy Offers a step-by-step plan presented with
compassion, Scripture, and personal stories to
help couples turn difficult marriages into great
ones
yy Author is a psychologist who has been helping couples save their marriages for over
twenty years

W

hat could be good about a bad marriage? The good news is that
couples can get beyond their old marriage and its destructive habits
and build a brand-new one with the same spouse. And they can do it in
just 90 days, even if only one spouse is committed to change.
Thousands of couples in marriages that are on the brink of divorce will
never enter a therapist’s office. For others, it’s too late by the time they do
agree to come. But for more than twenty years, David Clarke has seen marriages turn around in just three months. In I Don’t Want a Divorce, he takes
his practical plan and presents it using wit, Scripture, and personal stories
to help couples turn difficult marriages into great ones. Whether the issue
is communication, the kids, negative attitudes, or even serious sin, Clarke’s
personalized approach will put readers on the road to a great marriage.

I Don’t Want a Divorce
Dr. David Clarke with William G. Clarke

Vital Information
Available: February 14
$14.99
978-0-8007-2817-5
trade paper
5½ x 8½
288 pages
Case Quantity: 44
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Love & Marriage
Rights: Worldwide

About the Authors
Dr. David Clarke is a Christian
psychologist and speaker and
the author of ten books, including Kiss Me Like You Mean
It and Married but Lonely. A
graduate of Dallas Theological Seminary and Western
Conservative Baptist Seminary,
he has been in full-time private
practice for over twenty years.
He lives in Florida.
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William G. Clarke has been
a marriage and family therapist
for over thirty years. A former
Campus Crusade for Christ director and founder of the Marriage and Family Enrichment
Center, he lives in Florida.

© Bob Baggett Photography

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

March

Parenting Expert Helps Moms Mold Their
Sons into Men of Character
yy Classic resource with over 140,000 copies sold
Repack

yy Eye-opening, practical advice helps moms
understand the essential role they play in their
son’s life
yy Author is a popular speaker on parenting and
founder of Better Dads

W

hy do boys act the way they do? Why would a trip to the garbage
dump be such a highlight in a boy’s life? What do boys need to learn
in order to become good men?
A mother’s influence on her sons is unique and valuable, but sometimes
moms don’t understand what makes their boys tick. They want to help their
sons grow up to become men of honor and integrity, but that’s a tremendous challenge.
With refreshing honesty and a man’s insight, author Rick Johnson offers
the advice, understanding, and support every mom is looking for when
it comes to raising godly sons. Using extensive research and humorous
personal experiences, he addresses tough issues such as communication,
discipline, sexuality, and respect. Mothers, including single moms, as well
as grandmothers and teachers will find wise counsel and reassurance in
this practical and helpful book.

That’s My Son
Rick Johnson

Vital Information
Available: March 14
$13.99
978-0-8007-2793-2
trade paper
5½ x 8½
240 pages
Case Quantity: 52
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Family
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Parenting / Motherhood
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Parenting / General
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Rick Johnson is a bestselling
author of That’s My Teenage
Son, That’s My Girl, 10 Things
Great Dads Do, and Better
Dads, Stronger Sons, as well as
Becoming Your Spouse’s Better
Half and Overcoming Toxic
Parenting. He is the founder of
Better Dads and is a sought-after speaker at many large parenting and marriage conferences across the United
States and Canada. Rick and his wife, Suzanne, live
in Oregon. To find out more about Rick Johnson, visit
www.betterdads.net.
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10 Things Great Dads Do
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Becoming Your Spouse’s
Better Half
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Excerpt
There can be an impact to entire
communities as a result of someone
responding to the prompting of the
Holy Spirit—someone who wasn’t
seen as a preacher but just as a man
who cared. God can use any available instrument if we are open to his
working. . . . Some of the supernatural encounters I experienced are with
people who are famous. Some are
powerful and influential. And some
are just like you and me. All of the
encounters were divinely orchestrated
and that is why I want to tell you
about them. When we open ourselves
to what God wants to do through us,
there is no limit to the possibilities
of what can happen. The ways he
can reach the people who need to
hear about him are truly beyond our
imagination but are completely within
our abilities when we allow God to lead
us and show us where he would have
us go.
If I had listened to those around me,
I would have believed God couldn’t use
someone like me—but God knew differently. If I had allowed my fear to guide
me, I wouldn’t have been able to speak
to millions—but God had other plans.
God led me into his purpose for my life,
and because I went, it is amazing how he
has been able to do the same for others. I
hope you will see in these divine encounters what it can mean for you if you listen
to God when he is speaking through the
people he puts in your path. You will be
amazed at how he can use them to lead
you to your purpose and help you fulfill it.
This is what I call “Living Amazed.”
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Remarkable Stories of Divinely
Directed Encounters Reveal God’s
Ongoing Work in the World
yy Personal stories reveal how
God directs divine encounters to fulfill his purpose
through our lives
yy James Robison is one of
America’s best known evangelists and most popular
Christian television hosts
yy LIFE Today airs nearly 1300
times per week throughout
North America, in Australia,
and around the world on
Direct TV, Dish Network,
WGN, ABC Family, DayStar,
TBN, and many others

T

hroughout his life blessed by God, James Robison has had countless opportunities to
witness clearly the power of God and his amazing grace. He has shared inspiration and
insight with church leaders, ministers, presidents, entertainers, and celebrities. Millions
have been inspired through his television outreach, and countless others have found relief
through his ministry’s humanitarian efforts.
In this inspiring book, Robison desires to show readers that they too can witness God
at work in transforming, powerful ways. His remarkable stories and biblical insights will
inspire and empower readers to:
• recognize the spiritual significance of ordinary events and how God orchestrates
encounters to change our lives and others’
• see God at work in and through us to make a difference in the world
• learn to live in constant holy amazement of God’s great love
God is continually working in this world, and he is using us to accomplish kingdom
purposes for his glory and the benefit of all those he loves. From the improbable to the extraordinary, these “divine encounters” will inspire awe even as they leave readers looking
for God’s amazing work through their own lives and relationships.

Living Amazed
James Robison

Vital Information
Available: February 28
$19.99
978-0-8007-2792-5
hardcover
5½ x 8½
224 pages
Case Quantity: 40
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Inspirational
RELIGION / Christian Life / General
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
James Robison is the founder and president of LIFE Outreach International and host
of the daily television program LIFE Today. He has spoken to more than twenty million
people in his hundreds of citywide evangelistic outreaches and has personally inspired
religious, political, and social leaders across five decades. He has dedicated his life to
such ministry work as feeding people in crisis situations, drilling water wells, establishing
orphanages and schools, building homes for the homeless, and rescuing women and
children from sex trafficking. In 2015, James launched a new website called The Stream
(stream.org) that presents breaking news, editorial commentary, inspiration, and cultural
analysis. He is the author of the New York Times bestselling Indivisible, as well as numerous other books. He lives in Fort Worth, Texas, with his wife, Betty. For more information,
visit lifetoday.org.
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Excerpt
A songwriter once wrote these
words: “We’ll travel over mountains
so high, we’ll go through valleys
so low. Still through it all we’ll find
that this is the greatest journey the
human heart will ever see . . . the
love of God will take us far beyond
our wildest dreams.” Okay, I confess,
that songwriter was me and the song
was “The Great Adventure.” Even as
I wrote those words, I had already
experienced higher mountains and
deeper valleys than I could’ve ever
imagined as a boy riding rollercoasters. And I certainly had no idea how
much higher and deeper the journey
was going to take me. I’d love to take
you on some of that journey with me,
if you’d like to come. While I’ve woven
my life and my story into the songs I’ve
written all these years, my desire has
always been to tell the bigger story of
God’s grace and faithfulness. With my
prayer being, “God, I want to know you,
and I want to make you known with
the gifts you have given me and the
life I live,” my songs have always come
from the places in my journey where
I’ve come to see more of who God is
and more of my need for Him. I want to
tell honest stories and sing songs about
how God shows up in our “real world.”
So that’s what my hope and prayer is for
this book, as well. That as I share my
journey over the mountains and through
the valleys with you, you might find
encouragement for your own journey and
be reminded of what’s true as we travel
this journey together . . . between heaven
and the real world.
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A Music Legend Shares Intimate Details of
His Personal Journey, His Family Life, and
Stories behind His Most Beloved Songs
yy Steven Curtis Chapman is
a Christian recording icon
with more than 11 million
albums sold, 58 Dove
Awards, five Grammys, and
48 career #1 radio singles
yy Black-and-white photos
throughout of Chapman’s
life and stellar career
yy Major national media
support
yy Mary Beth Chapman’s New
York Times bestseller Choosing to SEE has sold over
325,000 copies

F

or decades, Steven Curtis Chapman’s music and message have brought hope and
inspiration to millions around the world. Now, for the first time, Steven openly shares
the experiences that have shaped him, his faith, and his music in a life that has included
incredible highs and faith-shaking lows.
Readers will be captivated by this exclusive look into Steven’s childhood and challenging
family dynamic growing up, how that led to music and early days on the road, his wild
ride to the top of the charts, his relationship with wife Mary Beth, and the growth of their
family through births and adoptions. In addition to inside stories from his days of youth to
his notable career, including the background to some of his best-loved songs, readers will
walk with Steven down the devastating road of loss after the tragic death of five-year-old
daughter Maria. And they’ll experience his return to the stage after doubting he could ever
sing again.
Poignant, gut-wrenchingly honest, yet always hopeful, Steven offers no sugary solutions
to life’s toughest questions. Yet out of the brokenness, he continues to trust God to one day
fix what is unfixable in this life. This backstage look at the down-to-earth superstar they’ve
come to love will touch fans’ lives and fill their hearts with hope. Includes black-and-white
photos throughout.

Between Heaven
and the Real World
Steven Curtis Chapman with Ken Abraham

Vital Information
Street Date: March 7, 2017
$22.99
978-0-8007-2688-1
hardcover
6x9
320 pages
Case Quantity: 24
Category: BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY /
Religious
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / Entertainment &
Performing Arts
Rights: Worldwide

About the Authors
Steven Curtis Chapman is
a Christian music icon with
over 11 million records sold, 58
Dove Awards, 5 Grammys, an
American Music Award, and
48 career #1 radio singles. He’s
been featured on Good Morning
America, CNN, MSNBC,
CBS Sunday Morning, FOX &
© Jeremy Cowart
Friends, The Today Show, The
Tonight Show, in People, Billboard, Parents Magazine,
and countless others. He and his wife, Mary Beth,
have six children and live in Nashville, Tennessee.

Ken Abraham is the New York Times bestselling author of many books, including Against All Odds with
Chuck Norris, Let’s Roll with Lisa Beamer, and More
Than Rivals. His work has been featured on 20/20,
Dateline, Larry King Live, Good Morning America,
The CBS Morning Show, The Today Show, and many
more. At present, Ken has more than ten million books
in print. Learn more at www.kenabrahambooks.com.

Merchandising
endcap merch kit
978-0-8007-2784-0
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Comforting True Stories of
the Hope of Heaven
yy Gives readers hope, comfort, and peace in the
midst of pain
yy Hospice nurse shares the remarkable stories
her patients have told her of their glimpses of
heaven as they were passing from this life
yy New edition of this New York Times bestseller

D

rawn from her decades of experience as a hospice nurse, Trudy Harris
shares stories that offer an incredible glimpse at what lies beyond
this world—ethereal music, colors that did not exist on earth, angels,
and loved ones who have gone on before. She has been with hundreds of
patients as they took their last breaths and knows the kinds of questions
that both the dying and their loved ones ask: What happens when we die?
What should I say to a loved one who is dying? How can I make a dying
friend feel safe? The stories she shares will bring the reader comfort and
peace even amidst pain.
Tender, heartbreaking, and eye-opening, this expanded edition of the
New York Times bestseller offers more incredible windows into the world
beyond and life after death.

Glimpses of Heaven,
exp. ed.
Trudy Harris, RN

Vital Information
Available: March 14
$14.99
978-0-8007-2815-1
trade paper
5½ x 8½
224 pages
Case Quantity: 52
Category: SELF-HELP / Death, Grief, Bereavement
RELIGION / Christian Life / Death, Grief, Bereavement
RELIGION / Inspirational
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Trudy Harris, RN, is the New
York Times bestselling author
of Glimpses of Heaven and
More Glimpses of Heaven,
a former hospice nurse, and
former president of the Hospice
Foundation for Caring. Since
retirement, Harris remains
active in connecting the needs
of terminally ill and dying
people in her community with the hospice program
she knows can best meet their need.
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A Creative Coloring Companion to the Wall
Street Journal Bestselling Simply Tuesday
yy Illustrations by Jennifer Tucker invite readers
to unwrap the small, secret gift of the everyday
yy Full of meaningful quotes from Simply Tuesday,
Bible verses, and gorgeous art to color
yy Perforated pages for ease in framing or
sharing with others
yy A growing community of social media users are
already using the hashtag #itssimplytuesday—
17,500+ posts and counting

C

oloring art offers a timely respite for a generation held hostage by
hustle, and millions have rediscovered its simple pleasure and restorative power. For the thousands of devoted readers in Emily P. Freeman’s
community who gather virtually each Tuesday using #itssimplytuesday,
this book offers another way to document small and sacred moments.
Her popular books have invited a generation of women to believe that
the work of Christ happens in the secret, invisible place within. Coloring is
a simple, artful way for women to embrace a few quiet moments to listen,
to breathe, and to consider life’s daily gifts. With meaningful quotes from
Simply Tuesday as well as Scripture and gorgeous art by Jennifer Tucker,
It’s Simply Tuesday encourages women to learn to breathe in a breathless
world by slowing down in the midst of the everyday hustle.

It’s Simply Tuesday
Emily P. Freeman

Vital Information
Available: April 4
$14.99
978-0-8007-2818-2
trade paper
9¾ x 9¾
96 pages
Case Quantity: 24
Category: GAMES / Board Games
RELIGION / Christian Life / Inspirational
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author

About the Illustrator

Emily P. Freeman is the Wall
Street Journal bestselling
author of Simply Tuesday and
Grace for the Good Girl as
well as Graceful and A Million
Little Ways. She’s been writing
online for over 10 years and
recently co-founded a growing
community for writers at hopewriters.com. Whether writing
or speaking, Emily uses her words to create space
for souls to breathe, offering fresh perspective on
the gracefulness of the everyday and the sacredness
of our inner lives. She and her husband live in North
Carolina with their three children. Connect with
Emily online at emilypfreeman.com and on Instagram
@emilypfreeman.

Jennifer Tucker is a former teacher turned full-time
mom and homemaker, as well as a talented graphic
designer. Through her website, Little House Studio,
she inspires women to create homes that intentionally celebrate the gift of the everyday, the joy of family,
and the love of Jesus. She also offers custom prints,
coloring pages, and specialty kits for planning and
celebrating weddings, family night, and more. Visit
www.littlehousestudio.net for more information.
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Grace for the
Good Girl
978-0-8007-1984-5
Graceful (For Young
Women)
978-0-8007-1983-8
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A Million Little Ways
978-0-8007-2244-9
Simply Tuesday
978-0-8007-2245-6

April

Excerpt
On April 15, 2013, the crowds
that swamped the finish line for the
Boston Marathon were repeating
a tradition that had taken place for
the previous 116 years. We all took
pride in attending the world’s oldest
annual marathon, a public celebration
of exertion and stamina.
The weather was clear and perfect
for the event, and with over four
hours gone since the race began,
boredom and anxiety mixed for the
spectators who bunched near the
finish to see their friends and relatives
reach the end.
By the time we were four hours and
forty-eight minutes into the race, the
top runners had long since finished.
The best of them had been done for
long enough to get back home or to
their hotel, and be in the Jacuzzi by
now.
But the end of the route was still
packed, and there were thousands of
runners still out on the course. The
spectators remaining at the finish were
there because we all knew at least
one of the runners yet to come, and we
appreciated how hard they had struggled
to make the distance.
I was there with my five-year-old son,
Noah, and the aunt of a friend. She was
there to see her nephew finish. He was
due any minute. The presence of so many
inspired runners filled the air with a casual
feeling of hope, while the celebratory
nature of the event promoted a sense of
community.
My Noah had started out the day
enthused to be at the race, but being that
age, he soon grew tired of waiting for the
runners to finish streaming by. Instead, he
took a seat on the ground at my feet and
rested his back against my shins.
It was two forty-nine in the afternoon.
We were both in that position when the
first bomb went off.

Cover to Come
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Boston Marathon Bombing Survivor Shares
How She Moved Forward with Hope
yy A spectator at the 2013
Boston Marathon finish line
shares her moving story
of how an act of terrorism
changed her life forever
yy After months of trying to
save her leg and enduring
numerous surgeries and
procedures, Rebekah made
the freeing decision to
amputate
yy A message of faith, strength,
and hope for those dealing
with debilitating circumstances, loss, trauma, or fear

O

n April 15, 2013, Rebekah Gregory and her five-year-old son waited at the finish line of
the Boston Marathon to support a friend who was running. When the blasts of terrorists’ homemade bombs packed with nails and screws went off three feet away, Rebekah’s
legs took the brunt of the blast, protecting her son from certain death. Eighteen surgeries
and sixty-five procedures later, her left leg was amputated.
Despite the extraordinary trauma she underwent and the nightmares she continues to
have, Rebekah sees it as just another part of her personal journey, a journey that has led
her through abuse, mistakes, and pain and into the arms of Jesus. This stirring memoir tells
the story of her recovery, including her triumphant return to Boston two years later to run
part of the race, and explores the peace we experience when we learn to trust God with
every part of our lives—the good, the bad, and even the terrifying.
Readers will be moved by the joyous way Rebekah is determined to live her life, seeing
every obstacle as part of how God forms us into the people we are meant to be. Readers
will also find comfort in the message that it’s not what they can or can’t do that makes the
difference, but rather what God, in his mercy, does through them despite it all. Life is hard,
but with God all things are possible.

Taking My Life Back
Rebekah Gregory with Anthony Flacco

Vital Information
Available: April 4
$19.99
978-0-8007-2821-2
hardcover
5½ x 8½
320 pages
Case Quantity: 24
Category: BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY /
Religious
RELIGION / Christian Life / Inspirational
Rights: Worldwide

About the Authors
Rebekah Gregory is a woman
and mother whose life was
forever changed due to the
bombings at the Boston Marathon on April 15, 2013. This act
of terrorism may have claimed
her leg, but it could not claim
her spirit. She is now a powerful motivational speaker who
encourages people all across
the country with her message of faith and hope. She
lives in Houston, Texas, with her son, daughter, and
her college-sweetheart-turned-husband.
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Anthony Flacco is a New York Times and international bestselling author with six nonfiction books
and three novels to his credit. He holds an MFA in
screenwriting from the American Film Institute, was
selected for the Walt Disney Studios Screenwriting
Fellowship, and spent a year writing for Touchstone
Pictures. He lives in the Pacific Northwest.
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Devotions for the Mom in the Trenches
from a Mom Who Understands
yy New York Times bestselling author shares the
fun, the crazy, and the mundane of motherhood

Repack

yy Devotions that cut straight to the heart and
will encourage moms everywhere
yy Repackaged edition connects to Hatmaker’s
continually growing tribe

W

hat lists, systems, and self-help books have failed to do for young
moms in the trenches, Jesus can accomplish blindfolded. Yes, moms
are busy, they need a break, and they’d just like a shower. But they are also
strong and brilliant and have the power to move mountains. Bestselling
author and speaker Jen Hatmaker takes the words and deeds of Jesus,
adds the humor of a mom’s observations on life, and offers messages of
grace and encouragement. She shows overburdened moms forty things
Jesus doesn’t expect them to do on their own.
Covering areas such as worry, marriage, priorities, money, and the trap
of comparison, this lively Bible teacher brings Jesus’s message alive in a
format geared to the short moments moms have that can be allotted to
reflection. This is a devotional for the woman inside the mom—the Bible
student, the learner, the world-changer.

Out of the Spin Cycle
Jen Hatmaker

Vital Information
Available: October 18, 2016
$13.99
978-0-8007-2813-7
trade paper
5½ x 8½
176 pages
Case Quantity: 72
Category: FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Parenting /
Motherhood
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Jen Hatmaker has written
eleven books and Bible studies
for women, including the New
York Times bestselling For the
Love, A Modern Girl’s Guide to
Bible Study, and Interrupted. At
least partial credit goes to her
kids—Gavin, Sydney, Caleb,
Ben, and Remy—for supplying
© Amy Melsa
a steady stream of material.
Jen has been happily married to her husband,
Brandon, for twenty years, and they live in Austin,
Texas, where they planted Austin New Church.
Jen speaks at conferences and retreats all over the
nation. If you’d like her to come to your event, check
out www.jenhatmaker.com.
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Everything You Want Is On the Other Side
of Not Giving Up
yy Brief inspirational readings deliver 52 reasons
to move through tough times without giving
in to despair
yy John Mason’s signature inspirational and
accessible books have sold more than 300,000
copies
yy Filled with bite-sized stories, sayings, and
Scripture to inspire and motivate

E

verything worth doing is going to have some obstacles. Some people
look at setbacks as evidence that whatever it is they’ve been striving
for just wasn’t meant to be. But according to bestselling author and master
motivator John Mason, the moment most people give up is the moment of
their greatest opportunity.
In this inspiring book, Mason gives readers fifty-two keys to never giving
up on their dreams. He shows them how to ask the right questions when
they are on the verge of quitting, how to avoid unnecessary trouble, and
how to keep their energy level up in the face of setbacks. Whether readers
are building a business, a family, a portfolio, or relationships, they’ll find
the strength and motivation to go on, break through, and claim the prize.

Never Give Up—You’re
Stronger Than You Think
John Mason

Vital Information
Available: April 18
$12.99
978-0-8007-2711-6
trade paper
5½ x 8½
176 pages
Case Quantity: 72
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Inspirational
SELF-HELP / Motivational & Inspirational
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
John Mason is a minister, a
speaker, and the bestselling
author of many books, including
You Can Do It—Even if Others
Say You Can’t and You Can Be
Your Best—Starting Today. He
is the founder and president of
Insight International and Insight
Publishing Group, organizations
dedicated to helping people
reach their God-given dreams. He lives in Tulsa,
Oklahoma.
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Be Yourself—Discover the Life
You Were Meant to Live
978-0-8007-2338-5
Proverbs Prayers
978-0-8007-2678-2
You Can Be Your Best—
Starting Today
978-0-8007-2340-8
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Books to Help Athletes and Coaches Keep God
yy Two great new resources—a pocket-sized
devotional and a handsome new gift book
yy Designed to help athletes and coaches
integrate their Christian values into the
sports they love
yy FCA reaches over two million student and
professional athletes annually

W

ith their passion for sports, athletes and coaches often view life
through a competitive lens. Competitors train, compete, and give
their all in order to succeed in their sport. Yet to be the best God has created them to be, competitors must also train their heart. This pocket-sized
devotional offers athletes and coaches thirty-one powerful devotions
written by competitors, for competitors. They’ll gain insight into handling
daily challenges and keeping God at the center, not only in their athletics
but in every other area of life.

Heart of a Competitor
Playbook
Fellowship of Christian Athletes

Vital Information
Available: April 4
$6.99
978-0-8007-2810-6
mass market
3½ x 6
160 pages
Case Quantity: 72
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Personal Growth
RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth
RELIGION / Christian Life / Devotional
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Since 1954, the Fellowship of Christian Athletes
has challenged athletes and coaches to impact the
world for Jesus Christ. FCA is cultivating Christian
principles in communities throughout the world by
encouraging, equipping, and empowering others to
serve as examples and to make a difference. FCA
reaches over two million people annually on the
professional, college, high school, junior high, and
youth levels. Through this shared passion for athletics
and faith, lives are changed for current and future
generations.
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Heart of a Competitor
978-0-8007-2504-4
Integrity Playbook
978-0-8007-2674-4
Serving Playbook
978-0-8007-2673-7
Excellence Playbook
978-0-8007-2693-5
Teamwork Playbook
978-0-8007-2692-8
Heart of an Athlete Playbook
978-0-8007-2506-8
Victory 365
978-0-8007-2742-0
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November 2016

at the Center of Their Sport—and Their Lives

A

thletes have a passion for sports that permeates every area of their
life. This gives athletes a tremendous platform to influence others.
In order to become a complete competitor, athletes must train their body,
mind, and spirit. Heart of an Athlete is daily spiritual training for the competitor. Now available in a handsome gift edition, FCA’s most successful
and best-loved devotional is written specifically for athletes of every level.
It goes straight to the issues that matter most to athletes, such as identity,
fear, trust, and recognition, encouraging readers to spend consistent and
meaningful time in God’s Word to help them become true competitors for
Christ so they can make an eternal impact.

Heart of an Athlete,
gift ed.
Fellowship of Christian Athletes

Vital Information
Available: November 1, 2016
$12.99
978-0-8007-2809-0
casebound
5¼ x 7¼
176 pages
Case Quantity: 40
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Devotional
RELIGION / Christian Life / Inspirational
SPORTS & RECREATION / General
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Since 1954, the Fellowship of Christian Athletes
has challenged athletes and coaches to impact the
world for Jesus Christ. FCA is cultivating Christian
principles in communities throughout the world by
encouraging, equipping, and empowering others to
serve as examples and to make a difference. FCA
reaches over two million people annually on the
professional, college, high school, junior high, and
youth levels. Through this shared passion for athletics
and faith, lives are changed for current and future
generations.
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Now in Paper—Leading Expert on the Fantastic
Journey of Parenting Middle Schoolers
yy Equips parents with the tools they need to
handle the conflicts, emotions, and attitude
of their middle school child

Now in
Paper

yy Helps parents find common ground with
their kids during this critical time in the parent-child relationship

E

ntering middle school is like stepping onto a different planet where
peer pressure, social media, and hormones can wreak havoc in your
child’s life and in your relationship with him or her.
But these years don’t have to create chaos in your family. Parenting expert and New York Times bestselling author Dr. Kevin Leman’s time-tested
principles will aid parents in helping their middle schooler not only survive
but thrive during these turbulent years on Planet Middle School. He shows
parents how to
• understand their child’s rapidly expanding world
• respond rather than react to emotional swings
• tell their child about sex (before someone else tells them their version)
• create opportunities for their child to practice selflessness and gratitude
• ensure that their kid is one who loves home and family
Middle schoolers can be a weird, unpredictable species. But with a little
help from Dr. Leman, parents will be able to ride out the interstellar storm
with humor and confidence.

Planet Middle School
Dr. Kevin Leman

Vital Information
Available: April 4
$14.99
978-0-8007-2794-9
trade paper
5½ x 8½
320 pages
Case Quantity: 40
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Family
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Parenting / General
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Dr. Kevin Leman is an internationally known psychologist,
radio and television personality,
and speaker who has taught
and entertained audiences
worldwide with his wit and
commonsense psychology.
He has made house calls
through hundreds of radio
and television programs, such
as Fox & Friends, The View, Today, CBS’s The Early
Show, The 700 Club, and CNN. A New York Times
bestselling and award-winning author, Dr. Leman has
written more than fifty books about marriage and
family issues, including The Birth Order Book, Making
Children Mind without Losing Yours, and Have a New
Kid by Friday. Dr. Leman and his wife, Sande, live
in Tucson, Arizona. They have five children and four
grandchildren.
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Also Available
Have a New Kid by Friday
978-0-8007-3218-9
Have a New Teenager
by Friday
978-0-8007-2215-9
Making Children Mind
without Losing Yours
978-0-8007-3105-2
Parenting Your Powerful
Child
978-0-8007-2366-8
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Powerful Scripture-Based Prayers
for Difficult Days

How Do You Forgive
the Unforgiveable?

W

F

hat do you pray when times get tough? When you’re stressed or
depressed, when life is overwhelming or disappointing, when you
feel like giving up? It’s in these challenging times you need to pray with wild
hope, says Jackie M. Johnson. With encouraging stories, Scriptures, and
prayers, Johnson shows readers how to pray for focus, wisdom, confidence,
courage, grace, strength, meaning, and much more. Conveniently structured
so that readers can go directly to the chapter that addresses their particular
situation, this book will be a lifeline to peace for those who need God’s touch.
Now available in mass market.

orgiveness is an essential part of being a Christian. But what do we do
when confronted with the unforgivable—an act that shakes our moral
foundations to their roots, often committed by someone trusted and loved?
Murder, sexual abuse, adultery—all leave lifelong wounds and all are trespasses that, through the grace of God, still can be forgiven. Dr. David Stoop
compassionately guides readers along the course of heartfelt forgiveness,
freeing them to apply the biblical teachings that have already changed thousands of lives. Now available in mass market.

Forgiving What You’ll
Never Forget

Praying with Power
When Life Gets Tough

Dr. David Stoop

Jackie M. Johnson
Vital Information

About the Author

Available: January 17
$5.99
978-0-8007-2736-9

Vital Information

Jackie M. Johnson is the author of the
popular Power Prayers for Women and
the helpful breakup recovery resource
When Love Ends and the Ice Cream Carton
Is Empty. She also blogs at Living Single
on Dr. James Dobson’s Family Talk
website. Connect with Jackie at
www.jackiejohnsoncreative.com.

mass market
4¼ x 7
256 pages
Case Quantity: 72

Available: January 17
$5.99
978-0-8007-2803-8
mass market
4¼ x 7
160 pages
Case Quantity: 72

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Prayer
Rights: Worldwide
Previously published as Powerful Prayers for
Challenging Times
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About the Author
Dr. David Stoop is the founder and director
of the Center for Family Therapy. He is the
author of many books and leads worldwide
seminars and retreats on topics such as marital relationships, parenting, men’s issues,
fathering, and forgiveness. He and his wife,
Jan, have three sons and five grandchildren.
Learn more at www.DrStoop.com.

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / General
Rights: Worldwide
Previously published as Forgiving the
Unforgivable
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Reaching the First Truly
Post-Christian Generation
yy Award-winning author of The Rise of the Nones
yy Author is an accomplished pastor, professor,
and the former president of Gordon-Conwell
Theological Seminary
yy Introduces Generation Z, a population group
making up over 25 percent of our society
yy Offers ministry strategies for reaching the first
truly post-Christian generation

M

ove over Boomers, Xers, and Millennials; there’s a new generation—making up more than 25 percent of the US population—that
represents a seismic cultural shift. Born approximately between 1993 and
2012, Generation Z is the first truly post-Christian generation, and they
are poised to challenge every church to rethink its role in light of a rapidly
changing culture.
From the award-winning author of The Rise of the Nones comes this
enlightening introduction to the youngest generation. James Emery White
explains who this generation is, how it came to be, and the impact it is
likely to have on the nation and the faith. Then he reintroduces us to the
ancient countercultural model of the early church, arguing that this is the
model Christian leaders must adopt and adapt if we are to reach members
of Generation Z with the gospel. He helps readers rethink evangelistic and
apologetic methods, cultivate a culture of invitation, and communicate
with this connected generation where they are.
Pastors, ministry leaders, youth workers, and parents will find this an
essential and hopeful resource.

Meet Generation Z
James Emery White
Vital Information
Available: January 17
$16.99
978-0-8010-1701-8
trade paper
5½ x 8½
256 pages
Case Quantity: 48
Category: RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Pastoral
Resources
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Evangelism
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / General
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
James Emery White (PhD,
Southern Seminary) is the
founding and senior pastor
of Mecklenburg Community
Church, a suburban megachurch
in Charlotte, North Carolina,
often cited as one of the fastest-growing church starts in the
United States. Former president of Gordon-Conwell
Theological Seminary, White is the author of several
books, including The Rise of the Nones, Rethinking
the Church, What They Didn’t Teach You in Seminary,
and The Church in an Age of Crisis. He lives in North
Carolina.
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Also Available
The Rise of the Nones
978-0-8010-1623-3
The Church in an Age of
Crisis
978-0-8010-1387-4
What They Didn’t Teach You
in Seminary
978-0-8010-1388-1
Rethinking the Church,
rev. & exp. ed.
978-0-8010-9165-0
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Stories to Encourage Positive
Behavior in Young Children

H

H

Being Brave

It’s Okay to Feel Sad

Growing God’s Kids

Growing God’s Kids

Carolyn Larsen; Tim O’Connor, illustrator

Carolyn Larsen; Tim O’Connor, illustrator

abits and attitudes developed in the preschool and kindergarten years
affect a child for the rest of his or her life. These years are also a
challenging time for parents as children test boundaries (and patience). How
parents and children respond makes all the difference in the world.
The Growing God’s Kids series is designed to help young children understand their feelings, develop godly ways to deal with temptations, and form
positive attitudes and behaviors that will serve them well in the future. In
Being Brave, parents and children are encouraged to face their fears and
approach new situations with courage.

Vital Information
Available: January 17
$4.99
978-0-8010-0974-7
trade paper
8x8
32 pages
Case Quantity: 96

abits and attitudes developed in the preschool and kindergarten years
affect a child for the rest of his or her life. These years are also a
challenging time for parents as children test boundaries (and patience). How
parents and children respond makes all the difference in the world.
The Growing God’s Kids series is designed to help young children understand their feelings, develop godly ways to deal with temptations, and form
positive attitudes and behaviors that will serve them well in the future. In It’s
Okay to Feel Sad, parents and children are encouraged to express sadness
and to comfort each other in healthy ways.

About the Author
Carolyn Larsen is the bestselling author of
more than fifty books for children and adults,
including the popular Little Girls and Little
Boys Bible storybooks. She is a frequent conference speaker around the world, bringing
scriptural messages filled with humor and
tenderness.

Category: JUVENILE FICTION / Religious /
Christian / Values & Virtues
JUVENILE FICTION / Religious / Christian /
General
JUVENILE FICTION / Religious / Christian /
Early Readers
Rights: Worldwide

Vital Information
Available: January 17
$4.99
978-0-8010-0988-4
trade paper
8x8
32 pages
Case Quantity: 96

About the Author
Carolyn Larsen is the bestselling author of
more than fifty books for children and adults,
including the popular Little Girls and Little
Boys Bible storybooks. She is a frequent conference speaker around the world, bringing
scriptural messages filled with humor and
tenderness.

Category: JUVENILE FICTION / Religious /
Christian / Values & Virtues
JUVENILE FICTION / Religious / Christian /
General
JUVENILE FICTION / Religious / Christian /
Early Readers
Rights: Worldwide
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Stories to Encourage Positive
Behavior in Young Children

H

H

Sharing with Others

My Stuff, Your Stuff

Growing God’s Kids

Growing God’s Kids

Carolyn Larsen; Tim O’Connor, illustrator

Carolyn Larsen; Tim O’Connor, illustrator

abits and attitudes developed in the preschool and kindergarten years
affect a child for the rest of his or her life. These years are also a
challenging time for parents as children test boundaries (and patience). How
parents and children respond makes all the difference in the world.
The Growing God’s Kids series is designed to help young children understand their feelings, develop godly ways to deal with temptations, and form
positive attitudes and behaviors that will serve them well in the future. In
Sharing with Others, parents and children are encouraged not only to avoid
selfishness but to approach others with hearts that take joy in sharing.

Vital Information

abits and attitudes developed in the preschool and kindergarten years
affect a child for the rest of his or her life. These years are also a
challenging time for parents as children test boundaries (and patience). How
parents and children respond makes all the difference in the world.
The Growing God’s Kids series is designed to help young children understand their feelings, develop godly ways to deal with temptations, and form
positive attitudes and behaviors that will serve them well in the future. In
My Stuff, Your Stuff, parents and children are encouraged to understand the
concept of ownership, borrowing, and stealing.

About the Author

Available: January 17
$4.99
978-0-8010-0960-0

Vital Information

Carolyn Larsen is the bestselling author of
more than fifty books for children and adults,
including the popular Little Girls and Little
Boys Bible storybooks. She is a frequent conference speaker around the world, bringing
scriptural messages filled with humor and
tenderness.

trade paper
8x8
32 pages
Case Quantity: 96

Available: January 17
$4.99
978-0-8010-0991-4
trade paper
8x8
32 pages
Case Quantity: 96

Category: JUVENILE FICTION / Religious /
Christian / Values & Virtues
JUVENILE FICTION / Religious / Christian /
General
JUVENILE FICTION / Religious / Christian /
Early Readers
Rights: Worldwide
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About the Author
Carolyn Larsen is the bestselling author of
more than fifty books for children and adults,
including the popular Little Girls and Little
Boys Bible storybooks. She is a frequent conference speaker around the world, bringing
scriptural messages filled with humor and
tenderness.

Category: JUVENILE FICTION / Religious /
Christian / Values & Virtues
JUVENILE FICTION / Religious / Christian /
General
JUVENILE FICTION / Religious / Christian /
Early Readers
Rights: Worldwide
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Bible Prophecy Shows God
Remains in Control
yy Clear biblical teaching about the “signs of the
times” by a highly respected pastor and Bible
teacher
yy Author has a large radio and television ministry
yy Interesting, newsy writing makes for an effortless read that sustains reader interest
yy Author is pastor of 8,500-member Johnson
Ferry Baptist Church and past president of the
Southern Baptist Convention

E

ven a cursory glance at the news is enough to convince us that the
world is falling into chaos. But we haven’t seen anything that compares
to what will happen in the final events leading to the second coming of
Jesus Christ.
For anyone who longs to know what the future holds—and especially
for those who look for a glimmer of hope in our broken world—highly
respected pastor and Bible teacher Bryant Wright offers a book that shows
God has not lost control over his creation. In fact, he has a sovereign
plan that includes ultimate victory for the church and the salvation of his
people, Israel. God’s timeless promises offer hope to believers who are
grieved at the state of the world. Wright carefully illuminates the signs of
the times that point toward his glorious appearing and millennial reign,
and answers common questions, such as:
What does the Bible say about the antichrist?
What will be the future of Israel?
Where is Armageddon, what will happen there, and why?

The Stage Is Set
Bryant Wright
Vital Information
Available: January 17
$15.99
978-0-8010-1951-7
trade paper
5½ x 8½
256 pages
Case Quantity: 48
Category: RELIGION / Biblical Studies / Prophecy
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Eschatology
RELIGION / Eschatology
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Bryant Wright is pastor of the
8,500-member Johnson Ferry
Baptist Church in Marietta,
Georgia, and past president of
the Southern Baptist Convention. His teaching is broadcast
on six major radio stations in
Georgia and nearly sixty in
Florida. His TV spots air on
major networks, including NBC,
CNN, ESPN, Headline News, MSNBC, and Fox News.
Learn more at www.rightfromtheheart.org.
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Knock Out Insecurity and Anxiety
with Passion, Purpose, and Courage
yy Helps women overcome eight common
joy-killing fear inducers as they experience the
overwhelming love of God
yy Includes a 12-week fear fighting group study
challenge, personal inventories, checklists,
prayers, and analysis for growth
yy Author is popular blogger and writer whose
work has been featured on Crosswalk.com,
iBelieve.com, and (in)courage.me

S

o many women are breathing but don’t feel alive. They walk through
life feeling judged, worried, and apprehensive, as though their voices
don’t count, their lives don’t matter, and their faith is weak. But they hide
these doubts and fears, put on a happy face, and go out to face the world,
already defeated.
Kelly Balarie knows what it’s like, and she’s here to say that the time for
hiding from our fears is past. Compassionate, encouraging, and grounded
firmly in Scripture, Fear Fighting helps women address their fears, one
by one, so they can be freed to live out their lives with passion, purpose,
and an unstoppable, contagious faith. Through these tangible strategies, including a 12-week fear fighting group study challenge, personal
inventories, checklists, and ways to measure their growth, women will find
themselves emboldened and empowered to face world, knowing they are
already victorious.

Fear Fighting
Kelly Balarie

Vital Information
Available: January 3
$15.99
978-0-8010-1934-0
trade paper
5½ x 8½
240 pages
Case Quantity: 52
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Women’s Issues
RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth
RELIGION / Christian Life / General
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Kelly Balarie is a passionate national speaker who has spent nearly ten years leading
groups of women in spiritual growth, marriage building, and general Bible studies across
the nation. She has lived her subject matter. Her faith was built as she battled through a
debilitating eating disorder, depression, multiple sclerosis testing and concerns, company
failures, family deaths, job losses, and times without income or money. Throughout
difficult circumstances, Kelly has looked past the pain to uncover the beauty of God’s
always-developing purposes for her life. Her greatest desire is to share this treasured
beauty with other women who need a fresh drink of God’s grace and restoration. Kelly is
a featured blogger at Crosswalk.com and iBelieve.com. Her work has been featured on
Relevant, (in)courage.me and was also the cover story on Today’s Christian Woman. She
lives with her husband and two toddlers near the sun-soaked shores of the East Coast.
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An Invitation to Discover the Joyful and Powerful
Christian Life Found Only in Fellowship with Others
yy Easy-to-use workbook is perfect for Real-Life
Discipleship users
yy Gives readers Scripture-based practical steps
to spiritual maturity that is attainable
yy Helps readers to develop a culture in their
churches that creates true loving relationships
as Jesus modeled
yy Supports The Power of Together trade book

N

one of us is lovable all of the time—and no one can make us feel
worse than those closest to us. So we keep others at arm’s length to
protect ourselves, rather than reaching out for relationship. But think of
who Jesus invited into his life and ministry. They weren’t always lovable.
Yet he modeled perfect love for us and showed how the mark of a spiritually mature believer is engaging with others in meaningful relationships.
In The Power of Together, pastor and author Jim Putman looked at the
critical importance of “doing life” in close fellowship with other believers.
Now he helps readers apply those truths to their lives with this interactive
workbook, perfect for small groups or individuals.

The Power of Together
Workbook
Jim Putman

Vital Information
Available: January 17
$18.99
978-0-8010-0795-8
lay-flat
10 7/10 x 8 2/5
240 pages
Case Quantity: 30
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth
RELIGION / Christian Life / Relationships
RELIGION / Christian Life / General
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Jim Putman is the senior
pastor of Real Life Ministries
in Post Falls, Idaho, one of the
most influential churches in
America. A three-time all-American wrestler in college as
well as a successful wrestling
coach, Putman holds degrees
from Boise State University
and Boise Bible College. He is
the author of Church Is a Team Sport, as well as the
widely adopted Real-Life Discipleship program.
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The Power of Together
978-0-8010-0800-9
Church Is a Team Sport
978-0-8010-1302-7
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A Devotional with Ancient Jewish
Wisdom for the Modern Soul

Popular Theologian Offers a Clear
Explanation of Salvation
Repack

T

W

he ancient Jewish life-giving balm in Psalms helps us recover our equilibrium in a world where so much knocks us off balance and steals our
shalom. This devotional and Tree of Life Version of the Bible come from the
heart of today’s Messianic Jewish movement to provide the Jewish essence
of Psalms in a way that promises shalom for the heart and soul.

hat must you do to be right with God? The Reformers broke with the
Roman Catholic Church when they insisted people are justified by
faith alone. But today many Protestants fail to grasp that keystone of faith. In
Faith Alone, a Gold Medallion finalist, R. C. Sproul explains why Protestantism and Roman Catholicism split over justification in the first place and why
that division remains an uncrossed chasm. Protestants must understand the
biblical, Reformation view of the doctrine of justification to grasp the power
of the gospel and proclaim it far and wide today. This repacked edition of a
classic offers a new generation of Christians a clear explanation of the vital
doctrine of salvation.

Shalom in Psalms
Jeffrey Seif, Glenn Blank, and Paul Wilbur

Faith Alone
R. C. Sproul
Vital Information
Available: January 3
$17.99
978-0-8010-1947-0
trade paper
6x9
400 pages
Case Quantity: 24
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life /
Devotional
BIBLES / Other Translations / Devotional
BIBLES / Other Translations / New Testament & Portions
Rights: Worldwide

About the Authors

Vital Information

Jeffrey Seif is project manager and vice
president of the Messianic Jewish Family
Bible Project.

Available: January 17
$17.99
978-0-8010-1949-4

Messianic Rabbi Glenn Blank leads
Beit Simcha (www.beitsimcha.org),
a Messianic Jewish congregation in
Allentown, Pennsylvania.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
272 pages
Case Quantity: 48

For more than thirty-five years, Paul Wilbur
has traversed the globe with guitar in hand,
singing and declaring the praises of Yeshua
(Jesus) the Messiah who set him free so
many years ago. He has served for years on
Messianic and church staffs, is a published
writer, and is an Integrity Music recording
artist.
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About the Author
R. C. Sproul has served the church as a
seminary professor, preacher, and author of
more than sixty books. He is the founder and
chairman of Ligonier Ministries and can be
heard teaching daily on the radio program
Renewing Your Mind, which broadcasts on
more than three hundred radio outlets in the
United States and throughout fifty countries.

Category: RELIGION / Christian Theology /
General
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Christology
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Soteriology
Rights: Worldwide
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The Perfect Evangelism Tool during
the Easter Season
yy Compelling evidence that the resurrection is real
yy Bestselling authors’ robust platforms reach
across many different generations and ages
yy Format and affordable price point make this
an excellent giveaway piece for outreach and
evangelism

W

hen Jesus died on the cross, it seemed that all had been lost. Death
had won. But after three days in a rich man’s tomb, Jesus appeared
. . . alive! The news was so shocking that his followers refused to believe
it until they saw him with their own eyes. Then Jesus made some amazing
promises. His resurrection would change every aspect of their lives and
their futures.
In this fascinating look at the claims of the Gospel writers and two
thousand years of believing Christians, bestselling author Josh McDowell
and his son Sean McDowell examine the compelling evidence and present
the facts about the resurrection and what it means for readers today.

The Resurrection and You
Josh McDowell and Sean McDowell

Vital Information
Available: January 17
$3.99
978-0-8010-1954-8
mass market
4 x 6 7/10
64 pages
Case Quantity: 148
Category: RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Evangelism
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Apologetics
RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth
Rights: USA and Canada only (author)

About the Authors
After almost four decades of
ministry, Josh McDowell is
still reaching millions of skeptical youth and adults. Through
live events, such as Why Wait?,
Right from Wrong, and Project
911, he has touched the lives of
more than seven million young
people in eighty-four countries.
To date, Josh has written or
cowritten nearly eighty books on topics ranging from
Christian apologetics to common problems facing
youth, including the bestselling Evidence that Demands a Verdict and More Than a Carpenter. For over
thirty years, Josh and his wife, Dottie, have partnered
in what he considers his first ministry: family. They
have four children and live in Dallas, near the Josh
McDowell Ministries headquarters.
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Sean McDowell, PhD, is
a gifted communicator with
a passion for reaching the
younger generation with the
gospel message. A professor
at Biola University in the
apologetics program, Sean
is the author or coauthor of
fifteen books, including A New
Kind of Apologist. He travels
widely, speaking at camps, churches, universities,
and conferences worldwide. He blogs regularly at
SeanMcDowell.org.
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Essential Biblical Guide for
Counseling Couples
yy By popular demand, brand-new spiral bound
book focused on couples’ issues in successful
series
yy Each topic includes an introduction, relevant
biblical texts, practical steps, and resources
yy Series has sold more than 650,000 copies

C

hoosing a mate. Faithfulness. Maintaining healthy communication.
Sexual intimacy. Blended families. Forgiving each other. Career and
family goals. The challenges of infertility. Disagreements over parenting
styles. The stress of money and finances. Aging and retirement. Couples
face an enormous variety of challenges over the course of a marriage—
including maintaining the marriage itself.
Quick Scripture Reference for Counseling Couples is just what struggling
couples—and those who counsel them—need. In a convenient spiral binding, this helpful resource makes the power, encouragement, and hope of
Scripture accessible to pastors and counselors as they guide couples, both
through premarital counseling sessions and when they hit those inevitable
rough patches in marriage.

Quick Scripture Reference
for Counseling Couples
Keith R. Miller and Patricia A. Miller

Vital Information
Available: February 14
$14.99
978-0-8010-1904-3

About the Authors
Keith R. Miller is professor
and program director of Bible
and theology at Calvary Bible
College. He is a graduate of
Moody Bible Institute, Calvary
Bible College, and Dallas
Theological Seminary.

spiral
5¼ x 8
304 pages
Case Quantity: 24
Category: RELIGION / Counseling
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Counseling &
Recovery
Rights: Worldwide

Patricia A. Miller is a professor and program director for
biblical counseling at Calvary
Bible College. She is a graduate
of Moody Bible Institute,
Western Illinois University, and
Calvary Theological Seminary.
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Quick Scripture Reference
for Counseling, exp. ed.
978-0-8010-1579-3
Quick Scripture Reference
for Counseling Women,
updated & rev. ed.
978-0-8010-1580-9
Quick Scripture Reference
for Counseling Youth,
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Excerpt
One decision can change the
course of your life. Perhaps you long
for more happiness and purpose,
but you feel trapped and helpless.
You’re running on life’s treadmill. The
speed is escalating and the slope is
elevating. You’ve said, “If only I could
dismount and set a different course.”
Well, that’s what Your Next 24
Hours is all about. It’s your roadmap
to making this “day one” of a more
rewarding life.
The decision before you is a door.
But only you can decide whether to
turn the knob and venture into the life
you always wanted. By taking the first
step, you’re vowing to do the next act
of kindness in front of you . . . until it
becomes you. You’re saying you want
to leave self-centeredness behind and
invest in the lives of others. You want
24 hours of kindness to become your
lifestyle.
Along the journey, you will discover
that each day is filled with new
opportunities to lift someone’s spirits
and to make the world a little bit better:
opening a door, flashing a smile, saying
thank you, offering a ride, letting others
go first, apologizing for a mistake, paying
for a meal, complimenting the server,
greeting a stranger, slapping a kid a
high-five, and much more. On the surface,
these decisions appear insignificant,
but collectively they have the power to
change everything.
Perhaps you believe you can’t make a
difference in a world where hatred seizes
the headlines and anger marches through
the streets. After all, you’re only one
person—and the enemies of kindness are
fierce. Well, you may be unable to negotiate a peace treaty or singlehandedly stem
the tide of hunger and disease. But through
your kindness you can change your home,
workplace, school, church, and community.
You can be part of a growing movement
where kindness offers hope, heals wounds,
combats loneliness, and restores what is
broken. You can change your part of the
world by becoming an agent of kindness
and compassion.
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Discover the Power of Kindness
yy In the tradition of Pay It
Forward and Random Acts of
Kindness, this book inspires
readers to pursue a lifestyle
of kindness
yy Authors are the leaders of
Convoy of Hope, an international humanitarian-aid
organization based in
Springfield, Missouri
yy Authors have an email list of
180,000+ subscribers that
will be used in promoting
the book
yy Authors have important
networks that can be leveraged to market and sell this
book, including Catalyst,
TBN, ORU, and AOG

I

f asked, who among us wouldn’t say we were kind people? But kindness is often manifested in feelings of pity or sympathy—especially when others are watching—rather than
in deeds. And when it comes down to it, what good does mere feeling do for the world?
Your Next 24 Hours is about something much bigger—a lifestyle of kindness, without
thought of reciprocation, extended toward every person in our lives, both friend and foe.
Through powerful true stories of kindness lived out, this book shows readers the enormous
difference they can make through small, doable acts of kindness in their families, communities, workplaces, schools, and churches. It shows how every encounter with another person
is an opportunity to be kind—and a chance to change our world.
Readers of Your Next 24 Hours will find deep satisfaction and joy as they discover how
they can be part of a revolution of kindness that starts with them and reaches out through
every person their lives touch.

Your Next 24 Hours
Hal, Steve & Dave Donaldson
and Kirk Noonan

Vital Information
Available: February 14
$13.99
978-0-8010-1943-2
trade paper
5½ x 8½
192 pages
Case Quantity: 60
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Personal Growth
RELIGION / Inspirational
SELF-HELP / Personal Growth / General
Rights: Worldwide

About the Authors
Hal Donaldson cofounded and
serves as president of Convoy
of Hope, Inc. Since 1994,
Convoy of Hope has distributed
nearly $1 billion worth of food
and vital emergency supplies to
more than 70 million people.

Steve Donaldson cofounded
Convoy of Hope and focuses
on training and resourcing
community and church leaders
so that they are equipped to
address basic human needs in
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Dave Donaldson cofounded
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to audiences throughout the
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magazine journalist who now
serves as Vice President of
Creative Communications for
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Why Jesus is Superior to Other
World Religious Leaders
yy Compares Jesus to Buddha, Krishna,
Confucius, and Muhammad
yy Focuses on a critical comparison of Jesus
Christ with founders of four world religions
yy Author is an apologist at Biola University,
senior researcher at Reasons To Believe, and
former radio cohost of The Bible Answer Man
yy An excellent apologetics resource

W

as Jesus just a spiritual leader, like Buddha, Krishna, Confucius, and
Muhammad? Or is he something more—something else entirely?
In God among Sages, apologist Ken Samples offers readers a biblical
and historical portrait of Jesus, grounded in the claims Jesus makes
about himself. Then Samples compares and contrasts Jesus with Buddha,
Krishna, Confucius, and Muhammad using eight relevant categories of
evaluation. He also helps readers understand the competing philosophies
of religious pluralism, inclusivism, and exclusivism. The result is a clearer
understanding of what sets Jesus apart as not simply a teacher to follow
but God himself, worthy of our full allegiance and worship.
Christians who struggle to answer claims that Jesus was just a good
teacher, as well as those haven’t quite made up their minds about Jesus’s
claims to divinity, will value this accessible introduction to comparative
religions.

God among Sages
Kenneth Richard Samples
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Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Kenneth Richard Samples
is a senior research scholar with
Reasons To Believe, the premier
science-faith integration
ministry. An adjunct instructor
of apologetics at Biola University, Samples is the author of
Without a Doubt, A World of
Difference, and 7 Truths That
Changed the World. He lives
in Southern California with his wife, Joan, and their
three children.
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How One Unlikely Couple and Their
Extraordinary Love Story Changed History
yy Popular biography of one of history’s most
intriguing and famous marriages
yy Illustrates how Martin Luther’s theology of
grace and his views on marriage were lived
out in his day-to-day life
yy Coincides with the 500th anniversary of the
Protestant Reformation

T

heir revolutionary marriage was arguably one of the most scandalous
and intriguing in history. Yet five centuries later, we still know little
about Martin and Katharina Luther’s life as husband and wife. Until now.
Against all odds, the unlikely union worked, over time blossoming into
the most tender of love stories.This unique biography tells the riveting story of two extraordinary people and their extraordinary relationship, offering
refreshing insights into Christian history and illuminating the Luthers’
profound impact on the institution of marriage, the effects of which still
reverberate today. By the time they turn the last page, readers will have a
deeper understanding of Luther as a husband and father and will come to
love and admire Katharina, a woman who, in spite of her pivotal role, has
been largely forgotten by history.
Together, this legendary couple experienced joy and grief, triumph and
travail. This book brings their private lives and their love story into the
spotlight and offers powerful insights into our own twenty-first-century
understanding of marriage.

Katharina and
Martin Luther
Michelle DeRusha
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About the Author
Michelle DeRusha is the
author of 50 Women Every
Christian Should Know. She
publishes a monthly column on
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Lincoln Journal Star and writes
about faith in the everyday on
her blog, www.michellederusha.com. She lives with her
husband and their two boys in
Lincoln, Nebraska.
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The Life, Legacy, and Lessons
of a Civil Rights Giant
yy Powerful and moving memoir from a longtime
leader of the Civil Rights Movement
yy Filled with engaging personal stories calling
the church to lead the reconciliation effort today
yy Author’s Let Justice Roll Down was named one
of the fifty books that have shaped evangelicals
yy Foreword by Randy Alcorn

A

ccording to recent surveys and studies, race relations in the United
States are the worst they’ve been since the 1990s, and many would
argue that life for most minorities has not significantly improved since the
civil rights era of the 1960s. For so many, the dream of true equality has
dissolved into a reality of prejudice, fear, and violence as a way of life.
John M. Perkins has been there from the beginning. Raised by his sharecropping grandparents, Perkins fled Mississippi in 1947 after his brother
was fatally shot by a police officer. He led voter registration efforts in the
1950s, worked for school desegregation in the 1960s, and was imprisoned
and tortured in 1970. Through it all, he has remained determined to seek
justice and reconciliation based in Christ’s redemptive work.
“Justice is something that every generation has to strive for,” he says.
And despite the setbacks of recent years, Perkins finds hope in the young
people he has met all across the nation who are hard at work, bringing
about reconciliation in God’s name and offering acceptance to all. Dream
with Me is his look back at a life devoted to seeking justice for all God’s
people, as well as a look forward to what he sees as a potentially historic
breakthrough for people of every race.

Dream with Me
John M. Perkins
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About the Author
John M. Perkins is cofounder
of the Christian Community
Development Association and
director of the John M. Perkins
Foundation for Reconciliation
and Development in Jackson,
Mississippi. He is the author
of many books, including Let
Justice Roll Down, named by
Christianity Today as one of the
top fifty books that have shaped evangelicals.
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Rediscover the Simple Basis of Our
Faith—Now in Paper

How to Start a Church from Scratch

A

S

fter years as believers, we can come to find the Christian life too complicated, our zeal diminished, and our relationship with Jesus grown cold
and predictable. Award-winning author and respected pastor John MacArthur
reminds readers that what’s been lost can be found again. This practical tool
will help Christians restore the fire and conviction of their first love for Christ
by helping them better understand his character, his glory, and his love for
them. MacArthur counsels all who want more love for Christ to pursue him by
making Christ their focus each day, in every activity, in every contact, and in
every thought.

tarting a church from scratch? Start here! Launch offers specific
strategies for beginning a church with no members, no money, and no
staff. Readers get clear, practical how-to strategies for quickly raising funds,
creating a team, planning services, effective evangelism, and rapidly developing a growing membership. Specific advice is included for reaching that
often difficult-to-target demographic, the 20- to 40-year-old. Now thoroughly
revised and expanded to keep up with the ever-changing landscape of church
planting.

Launch, rev. & exp. ed.

A Simple Christianity

Nelson Searcy and Kerrick Thomas

John MacArthur
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About the Author

Vital Information

John MacArthur is a popular author and
conference speaker and has served as
pastor-teacher of Grace Community Church
in Sun Valley, California, since 1969. John’s
teaching is available around the world
through his media ministry, Grace to You. In
addition to producing daily radio programs
for nearly two thousand English and Spanish
radio outlets worldwide, Grace to You
distributes books, software, audiotapes, and
CDs by John MacArthur. John is president of
The Master’s College and Seminary and has
written hundreds of books and study guides,
including the bestselling The Gospel According to Jesus and The MacArthur Study Bible,
a 1998 ECPA Gold Medallion recipient.
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25 Biblical Laws for a Successful Career
yy Connects the ancient wisdom of the Bible to
values that can transform a career
yy Original Portuguese edition has sold more
than 250,000 copies
yy Stories and principles for success from entrepreneurs and management experts
yy Includes 25 biblical virtues to adopt and
7 cardinal sins to avoid

T

he Bible provides ancient wisdom and values that can lead to a life of
great success today. After years of biblical study and personal experience, William Douglas and Rubens Teixeira have identified twenty-five
key principles that are of central importance to the pursuit of a successful
career and life. In this practical and powerful book, readers will learn
• twenty-five biblical laws of success
• cures for seven sins that block success
• what Solomon teaches in Proverbs about professional accomplishments
• the mindset that encourages personal development
• ten personal virtues coveted by the market
• how to have money and success with harmony and balance in life
Anyone who wants to succeed in a career or business will benefit from
The 25 Biblical Laws of Success.

The 25 Biblical Laws
of Success
William Douglas and Rubens Teixeira
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About the Authors
William Douglas is a federal
judge in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil,
a university professor, a popular
speaker, and the author of
thirty-five books, including
the Brazilian edition of The 25
Biblical Laws of Success, with
over 250,000 copies sold. He
is part of Educafro, a Brazilian
organization working to prevent
racial prejudice and promote equal opportunities, and
is the entrepreneurship coordinator for social projects
for United Missions, part of the Brazilian Baptist Convention. He is also part of the Brazilian Evangelical
Academy of Writers.
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for Central Bank of Brazil, as
well as a professor, writer,
and frequent panelist. He was
honored with the National Treasure Prize for his PhD thesis
with proposals for the Brazilian
economy and is the author of
How to Succeed When You Are Not the Favorite. He
holds a civil engineering degree and a masters degree
in nuclear engineering from the Military Institute of
Engineering, a law degree and PhD in economics from
the Federal University of Brazil (UFF), and a military
science degree from the Military Academy of Agulhas
Negras. He is also part of the Brazilian Evangelical
Academy of Writers.
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A Resource Guide to Denominations
and Ministries
yy A guide to more than 200 of the largest denominations and 300 ministries in the United
States
yy Covers the history, beliefs, traditions, affiliated
colleges, and media of these organizations
yy Perfect for pastors and church libraries

T

hough the church universal is an ancient institution, the contemporary
ministry landscape is always changing. That’s why a new resource with
useful information about Christian organizations is needed.
The Essential Handbook of Denominations and Ministries is an easyto-use guide to more than 200 of the largest denominations and 300
ministries in the United States. The entries for organizations include a brief
history and summary, a contemporary profile, and discussion on doctrinal
emphases, creeds, membership, and interdenominational and ecumenical
alliances. Pastors, ministry leaders, community leaders, and students will
find this resource a helpful guide as they seek to understand Christian
denominations and ministries.

The Essential Handbook
of Denominations
and Ministries
George Thomas Kurian and Sarah Claudine Day, eds.

Vital Information
Available: March 14
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About the Editors
George Thomas Kurian (1931–2015) was president
of the Encyclopedia Society and the editor of sixty
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coeditor of the World Christian Encyclopedia, The Encyclopedia of Christian Civilizations, the Dictionary of
Christianity, and Encyclopedia of Christian Literature.

casebound
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Sarah Claudine Day is the managing editor of the
Encyclopedia Society and has worked on a number
of multivolume works, including, most recently,
Encyclopedia of Christian Literature, Encyclopedia of
Christian Civilization, and the Encyclopedia of Political
Science. She has written articles appearing in several
reference books.
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Excerpt
Sometimes our sin stays hidden
because we are in denial or because
our pride has blinded us to it; but
oftentimes we try to keep our sin a
secret because we just can’t deal
with what we’ve done. So we do our
best not to think about the mistakes
we’ve made or sins we’ve committed,
and we try to steer clear of God. How
could he possibly forgive us when we
can’t even forgive ourselves?
Before Adam and Eve sinned in the
Garden of Eden, the Bible says they
lived life naked and unashamed. The
moment sin came on the scene, they
were ashamed and did their best to
hide from God.
Sometimes when our secret sin
gets exposed and we can no longer
hide it – then we go into hiding. As
much as possible we do our best to
avoid the people who know. Shame
becomes our constant companion who
relentlessly whispers, You’re not worthy
of forgiveness. You don’t deserve a
second chance.
But here’s a surprising characteristic
about grace – it chases you. You can run
away and hide, but grace is relentless.
Grace will chase you down. That’s
what’s happening to someone of you
right now and you don’t even know. With
every word you read, grace is gaining
ground.
As a pastor, I love witnessing the
moment grace finally catches up to
someone’s mess. The phrase I use to
describe that moment is “beautiful
collision.” Those two words don’t seem
to go together. Collision brings to mind
words like broken, busted, wrecked – not
typically words that fit with beautiful. But
the Gospels are full of beautiful collisions.
When a broken, busted, and wrecked life
collides with Jesus, it’s a beautiful thing.
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Understanding Grace through
Experience
yy Reveals grace is greater than
everything else—it defeats
our sin, heals our hurts, and
conquers our circumstances
yy Bestselling author with
collective sales of nearly
2.5 million books
yy Conversational writing style
and heart-moving stories
bring grace and redemption
to life
yy Author is pastor of the fifth
largest church in America,
writing on a core Christian
topic
yy Curriculum is available from
the award-winning City on a
Hill team

T

he writer of the letter to the Hebrews said, “See to it that no one misses the grace of
God.” Over the centuries much ink has been spilled on the subject of grace. Yet perhaps
nothing is as hard to explain as God’s grace. It doesn’t make sense. It’s not fair. It can’t possibly cover over what I’ve done. The best way—perhaps the only real way—to understand
it is to experience it. But too often in our churches we’re not getting grace across and grace
is not experienced.
Bestselling author and pastor Kyle Idleman wants everyone to experience the grace of
God. Through the powerful medium of story, Grace Is Greater leads readers past their hangups toward an understanding of grace that is bigger than our mistakes, our failures, our desire for revenge, and our seemingly impossible situations. No sin is so great, no bitterness
so deep that God’s grace cannot transform the heart and rewrite the story.
Perfect for individuals and also for small groups and church-wide studies, Grace Is
Greater will help readers truly grasp God’s grace, even if the Christians around them have
failed to live it.

Grace Is Greater
Kyle Idleman
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About the Author
Kyle Idleman is teaching
pastor at Southeast Christian
Church in Louisville, Kentucky,
the fifth largest church in
America, where he speaks to
more than twenty thousand
people each weekend. He is the
bestselling and award-winning
author of Not a Fan as well as
Gods at War and The End of
Me. He is a frequent speaker for national conventions
and in influential churches across the country. Kyle
and his wife, DesiRae, have four children and live on
a farm.
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10 Practices Great Christians
Have in Common
yy Popular book repackaged and rebranded for
the next generation of readers
yy Bestselling author Chip Ingram is teaching
pastor and CEO of Living on the Edge radio
program heard by millions
yy Easy-to-apply principles Christians can use

N

ow poised to reach a new readership, Good to Great in God’s Eyes
shows how Christians can honor God with lives of great faith and
excellent work. Believers become great in God’s eyes by applying the ten
common characteristics of great Christians:
• take great risks
• think great thoughts
• make great sacrifices
• read great books
• enjoy great moments
• pursue great people
• empower great people
• dream great dreams
• develop great habits
• pray great prayers
Using Scripture, personal stories, and examples from Christians who left
a lasting legacy, bestselling author Chip Ingram offers practical steps for
becoming great in all areas of life, in spiritual growth, family, relationships,
and career. Includes a foreword by Bob Buford and helpful discussion
questions to facilitate group or individual study.

Good to Great in God’s
Eyes, rev. & updated ed.
Chip Ingram
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trade paper
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About the Author
Chip Ingram is the senior
pastor of Venture Christian
Church in Los Gatos, California,
and teaching pastor and CEO of
Living on the Edge, an international teaching and discipleship
ministry. A pastor for over
thirty years, Chip has a unique
ability to communicate truth
and challenge people to live out
their faith. Chip is the author of many books, including
Culture Shock, The Real Heaven, The Invisible War,
and Love, Sex, and Lasting Relationships. Chip and
his wife, Theresa, have four grown children and nine
grandchildren and live in California.
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Home Life, Technology Choices, and the
People We Want to Become
yy From an award-winning author, former
campus minister, and current executive editor
of Christianity Today
yy Meets a huge felt need for guidance to raise
kids of real character in a technology- and
media-saturated world
yy Features in-depth research about how families
relate to technology and what they wish they
did differently

M

aking conscientious choices about technology in our families is more
than just using internet filters and determining screen time limits
for our children. It’s about developing wisdom, character, and courage in
the way we use digital media rather than accepting technology’s promises
of ease, instant gratification, and the world’s knowledge at our fingertips.
And it’s definitely not just about the kids.
Drawing on in-depth original research from the Barna Group, Andy
Crouch shows readers that the choices we make about technology have
consequences we may never have considered. He takes readers beyond
the typical questions of what, where, and when and instead challenges
them to answer provocative questions like, Who do we want to be as a
family? and How does our use of a particular technology move us closer or
farther away from that goal? Anyone who has felt their family relationships
suffer or their time slip away amid technology’s distractions will find in this
book a path forward to reclaiming their real life in a world of devices.

The Tech-Wise
Family
Andy Crouch
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About the Author
Andy Crouch is executive editor of Christianity Today and the
author of Playing God and Culture Making, which was named
one of the best books of 2008
by Publishers Weekly, Relevant,
Outreach, and Leadership—as
well as receiving a shoutout in Lecrae’s 2014 single
“Non-Fiction.” His writing has
appeared in Time and the Wall Street Journal, and he
serves on the governing boards of Fuller Theological
Seminary and the Council for Christian Colleges and
Universities. He lives with his family in Swarthmore,
Pennsylvania.
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How Do We Love One Another Well
in a World of Differences?
yy Invites readers disillusioned by polarization
and division in our relationships and communities to begin the often unnoticed hard work
of building bridges with those around them
yy Author is a rising Christian women’s thought
leader, blogger, and contributing writer to
(in)courage.me
yy Author is regular speaker at Allume, Refresh
My Heart, Compel, Q Women, and City Gates

J

esus didn’t say that the world would know we are his followers by our
biting rhetoric, our political leanings, our charity work, or even by our
knowledge of Scripture. He said the world would know us by our love for
one another. Yet it’s so easy to put others at arm’s length, to lash out, to
put up walls. Deidra Riggs wants us to put our focus on self-preservation
aside and, like Jesus, make the first move toward reconciliation.
In One, Riggs shows readers that when Jesus offered himself up in our
place, he was not only purchasing our salvation but also setting an example for us to follow. She helps readers understand that they are secure in
God’s inexhaustible love, making them free to love others lavishly—not
just in what they do but in what they say, what they don’t say, what they
will endure, and what they will forgive.
Anyone who longs for unity in the church, in their family, and in their
community will find in this book both inspiring examples of loving done
well and encouragement to begin the often unnoticed hard work of building bridges with those around them.

One
Deidra Riggs
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About the Author
Deidra Riggs is the author of
Every Little Thing, as well as an
influential blogger at her own
blog, JumpingTandem, and at
DaySpring’s (in)courage, and
has served as managing editor
for TheHighCalling.org. She
has been a speaker for TEDx
and IF:Gathering and has organized her own women’s
retreat, hosting speakers like Lisa-Jo Baker, Holley
Gerth, Amena Brown, and many more. She and her
husband have two adult children and live in Lincoln,
Nebraska. Learn more at www.DeidraRiggs.com.
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How to Create and Keep
Meaningful Friendships
yy Offers a biblical foundation for friendship,
practical tools for cultivating new and deeper
friendships, and stories that normalize the
messiness of our relationships
yy Author maintains a blog, Grace Covers Me, and
contributes to other popular blogs, including
Desiring God and (in)courage
yy Author speaks at popular conferences such as
Exponential, Gospel Coalition, Velocity, and
Send North America

W

omen long for deep and lasting friendships but often find them challenging to make. The private angst they feel regarding friendship often translates into their own insecurity and isolation. Christine Hoover offers
women a fresh, biblical vision for friendship that allows for the messiness of
our lives and the realities of our schedules. She shows women
• what’s holding them back from developing satisfying friendships
• how to make and deepen friendships
• how to overcome insecurity, self-imposed isolation, and past hurts
• how to embrace the people God has already placed in their lives as
potential friends
• and how to revel in the beauty and joy of everyday friendship
With stories of real friendships and guidance drawn from Scripture,
Hoover encourages women to intentionally and purposefully invest in one
of the most rewarding relationships God has given us.

Messy Beautiful
Friendship
Christine Hoover
Vital Information
Available: April 18
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About the Author
Christine Hoover is a pastor’s
wife, mom, speaker, and the
author of From Good to Grace
and The Church Planting Wife.
She has written for the Gospel
Coalition, Desiring God, and
Christianity Today. Blogging at
www.GraceCoversMe.com, she
enjoys helping women apply
the gift of God’s grace to their
daily lives. She lives in Virginia.
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How Healthy Is Your Church?
yy Guidance for pastors searching for answers for
their struggling churches
yy Author is a leader in the Gospel Coalition network and speaks at their conferences
yy Davis’s An Infinite Journey was featured by Tim
Challies as one of the ten best books of 2014
yy Foreword by Mark Dever

C

hurch health is measured by more than just numbers, but declining
membership is often a key symptom of a church in crisis. The pastor of
a dying church doesn’t need to be told it is dying; he needs to find the way
forward—and he needs hope.
Author and pastor Andrew Davis offers readers the lessons he’s learned
in his own journey of leading church transformation, including
• keeping Christ’s ownership of the church central
• being humble
• choosing your battles wisely
• empowering godly men to join in leadership
• making prayer a priority
• focusing on the Word
• and more
Church decline is not inevitable. Revitalize gives pastors the spiritual
support they long for and the practical advice they need to turn their
churches around and position them for greater health in the future.

Revitalize
Andrew M. Davis
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Available: April 4
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About the Author
Andrew M. Davis is pastor of
First Baptist Church of Durham,
North Carolina, and a visiting
professor of church history at
Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary. Chairman
of the governance committee
of the Gospel Coalition, Davis
has written articles for TGC’s
popular website and has
spoken in plenary and breakout sessions at TGC’s
national conference. He is the author of An Infinite
Journey, named by Tim Challies as one of the top ten
books of 2014.
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April

Selections from Influential Writings
of Martin Luther
yy A collection of writings to demonstrate original principles of the Reformation
yy Historical and theological introductions provide context for each of Luther’s pieces
yy Coeditor is pastor emeritus of Moody Church
and host of Running to Win
yy Book releases for the 500th anniversary of the
Protestant Reformation

T

hough most of the Protestant world can trace its roots back to the Reformation, many people today have only a vague knowledge of Martin
Luther’s writings. “Didn’t he write the Ninety-Five Theses?” Jack Kilcrease
and Erwin Lutzer step into this vacuum with a carefully selected collection
of Luther’s works.
Centered around the five solas of the Reformation (sola Scriptura, sola
fide, sola gratia, sola Christus, soli Deo gloria), the selections offer readers
an accessible primer on works that are foundational to the theology of
Protestantism in all its forms. Introductions to each writing include an
explanation of the historical context and the theological significance of the
piece. Students of the Bible, pastors, teachers, and seminary students will
find this collection an enlightening introduction to Luther in his own words
and a useful addition to their libraries.

Martin Luther
in His Own Words
Jack D. Kilcrease and
Erwin W. Lutzer, eds.

Vital Information
Available: April 18
$17.99
978-0-8010-1932-6
trade paper
5½ x 8½
176 pages
Case Quantity: 72
Category: RELIGION / Christian Theology / History
RELIGION / Christian Theology / General
RELIGION / Christianity / History
Rights: Worldwide

About the Editors
Jack D. Kilcrease (PhD,
Marquette University) teaches
philosophy, systematic theology, and church history as an
adjunct professor at Aquinas
College in Grand Rapids, Michigan, and at the Institute of Lutheran Theology. He is a church
elder at Our Savior Lutheran
Church in Grand Rapids. He is
the author of The Self-Donation of God: A Contemporary Lutheran Approach to Christ and His Benefits,
and his writings have appeared in The Journal of
Ecclesiastical History, Lutheran Quarterly, Logia, and
Concordia Theological Quarterly, among others.

Erwin W. Lutzer (BTh, Winnipeg Bible College; ThM, Dallas
Theological Seminary) is pastor
emeritus of Moody Church in
Chicago. He has led tours to
the sites of the Reformation in
Europe, including Wittenberg,
Worms, Geneva, and Zurich.
He is an ECPA Gold Medallion
Award–winning author of
several books, including Hitler’s Cross, The King Is
Coming, and When a Nation Forgets God, as well
as Rescuing the Gospel. He is the featured speaker
on three radio programs, including Running to Win.
Lutzer and his wife, Rebecca, live in the Chicago area.

Also Available
Rescuing the Gospel
978-0-8010-1713-1
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April

A Comprehensive Tool
to Study the Bible by Topic
yy Comprehensive topical resource for studying
the Bible
yy The entries are carefully organized into nine
major categories
yy Organized and created by an outstanding
editorial team including Martin Manser, Alister
McGrath, J. I. Packer, and Donald J. Wiseman

T

he Complete Topical Guide to the Bible provides Scripture references,
definitions, and cross-references for the study of the Bible by topic.
The topical approach differs significantly from the lexical approach of a
concordance, and a topical guide is an essential supplement to a concordance. While a concordance is limited to the connection of biblical passages in which the same word appears, the topical approach identifies and
connects all of the underlying concepts related to a topic. A concordance
would not yield John 3:16 for a study of grace because the word grace
does not appear in the verse, but The Complete Topical Guide to the Bible
includes John 3:16 for grace because it’s an essential verse on the topic.
The topics in this resource include biblical, doctrinal, and historical subjects, and they are organized into nine major categories: God, Jesus Christ,
the Holy Spirit, creation, humanity, sin and salvation, God’s people, the life
of the believer, and the last things. In addition to the great themes of the
biblical message, practical issues of Christian living are also included.

The Complete Topical
Guide to the Bible
Martin H. Manser,
Alistair E. McGrath, J. I. Packer,
and Donald J. Wiseman, eds.
Vital Information
Available: April 18
$29.99
978-0-8010-1924-1
trade paper
6x9
656 pages
Case Quantity: 12
Category: RELIGION / Biblical Reference / Dictionaries & Encyclopedias
RELIGION / Biblical Reference / Concordances
RELIGION / Biblical Reference / General
Rights: Worldwide

About the Editors
Martin H. Manser is a professional reference-book editor. Since
1980 he has compiled or edited
more than two hundred reference
books in the areas of English
language and Bible reference. He
has also written or edited books
on writing, business, and time management.

J. I. Packer, considered one of
the most influential evangelicals
in North America, is the Board of
Governors’ Professor of Theology
at Regent College in Vancouver,
British Columbia. His many books
include Knowing God and Keep in
Step with the Spirit.

Alister E. McGrath is Andreas
Idreos Professor of Science and
Religion at the University of Oxford
and president of the Oxford Center
for Christian Apologetics. He is
the author and editor of numerous
books, including the award-winning The Passionate Intellect: Christian Faith and the
Discipleship of the Mind.

Donald J. Wiseman (d. 2010) was a renowned
archaeologist and Assyriologist who took part in
excavations in Iran, Syria, Turkey, and Israel. He also
wrote several commentaries on the Old Testament
and was involved in the translation of the New
International Version of the Bible.
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Proven Strategies for Growing Your Church
yy Practical, user-friendly guide helps churches
break through growth barriers
yy Revised to include new graphics, updated
church illustrations, and increased coaching
yy Authors are nationally recognized top consultants and researchers

S

ome churches grow rapidly, only to hit a ceiling. Other churches
have experienced declining or static attendance—many of them for
decades. Frustrated pastors and church leaders want growth methods that
work, but without adding to pastoral fatigue.
How to Break Growth Barriers argues that growth comes when effective
leadership and lay-empowerment skills work hand in hand. This requires
a shift of focus from the shepherd as the primary caregiver to shepherd as
developer and coach of many caregivers. The authors show pastors how to
communicate a vision for the future and then how to lead the congregation
into the paradigms necessary for potentially limitless growth.
The strategies found in this book are not only tried and true, and taken
from a biblical perspective of a “harvest” vision. They’re also newly updated
to reflect our changing culture, including helpful charts and checklists for
self-evaluation.

How to Break Growth
Barriers, updated ed.
Carl F. George and Warren Bird

Vital Information
Available: April 4
$19.99
978-0-8010-9246-6

About the Authors
Carl F. George, one of North America’s premier
church growth consultants, has trained pastors, staff,
and top executives from more than one hundred
denominations. He is former director of the Charles
E. Fuller Institute of Evangelism and Church Growth
and former president of the American Society for
Church Growth. His other books include Nine Keys to
Effective Small Group Leadership. He and his wife,
Grace, live near Greenville, South Carolina.

trade paper
6x9
272 pages
Case Quantity: 48
Category: RELIGION / Christian Church / Growth
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Pastoral Resources
RELIGION / Christian Church / Leadership
Rights: Worldwide
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Warren Bird is research director for Leadership
Network, the nation’s leading catalyst for helping
innovative church leaders move from ideas to
impact. An ordained minister, he teaches at Alliance
Theological Seminary. He is also author or coauthor
of twenty-eight books, including Next: Pastoral Succession That Works. He and his wife, Michelle, live in
a suburb of New York City.

Also Available
Next
978-0-8010-0571-8
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November 2016

New Resources from Bethel Leader
Eric Johnson!
yy Eric is a senior leader at Bethel Redding, and
the son of bestselling author Bill Johnson
yy “A powerful, thought-provoking tool that
teaches believers how to live from Jesus rather
than for him.”—Leif Hetland, Global Mission
Awareness
yy “It inspired me to explore my beliefs, apply
truth and walk in freedom. But more than
anything, it made me want to love God and
people well.”—Kelly Clark, Olympic gold
medalist

I

n this in-depth study, Eric Johnson expands on the teaching in his
latest book, Christ in You, showing believers how to move beyond the
limitations we place on ourselves and live with more passion, power, and
purpose.
Ideal for small groups and church classes, each kit contains everything
you need to facilitate a dynamic study, including a copy of the book, a DVD
with six 10- to 15-minute sessions, and a group guide packed with teaching notes, conversation cards for group discussion, meaningful activities,
key verses, prayers, and more. Each of the six sessions can be completed
in 60 to 90 minutes.

Christ in You Curriculum Kit
Eric B. Johnson

Vital Information
Available: November 1
$79.99
978-0-8007-9838-3
6 sessions
Case Quantity: 8
Christ in You DVD
$49.99
978-0-8007-9839-0
6 sessions
Case Quantity: 100

About the Author

Christ in You Group Guide
$14.99
978-0-8007-9841-3
8½ x 11
64 pages
Case Quantity: 100
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Inspirational
RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth
RELIGION / Christianity / Pentecostal & Charismatic
Rights: Worldwide

Eric B. Johnson co-leads
Bethel church in Redding, California, alongside his wife, Candace. He is a sixth-generation
minister and began his ministry
career as a youth pastor in
Weaverville, California. He is
the author of Momentum: What
God Starts Never Ends and
Christ in You: Why God Trusts
You More Than You Trust Yourself. Eric has a passion
to see transformation take place in the lives of people, cities, and nations. Besides spending time with
his wife and two daughters, Eric enjoys the outdoors.

Also Available
Christ in You
978-0-8007-9570-2
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January

Foundational Teaching from Bestselling
Author John Eckhardt
yy From the bestselling author of Prayers That
Rout Demons
yy More than 50,000 copies sold since its original
publication
yy Author is an international leader focused on
apostolic ministry
yy Now revised and updated

W

e are currently experiencing the greatest outpouring of the Holy
Spirit the world has ever known. God is raising up a new generation
of people willing to move in kingdom authority—and you can be part of it!
Join bestselling author John Eckhardt, world-renowned apostle and
teacher, as he clarifies the gift and functions of apostolic ministry. Observing the roots of our biblical heritage, Eckhardt explores the function of an
apostle—both the office and also the gifting every believer carries. With
keen insight he reveals how the apostolic dimension affects all aspects
of the local church and how apostolic leadership points the way toward
fulfillment of the Great Commission.
Now is the time to respond to the call. Receive your apostolic commissioning and watch for breakthrough in the hearts around you.

Moving in the Apostolic,
rev. & updated ed.
John Eckhardt

Vital Information
Available: January 17
$14.99
978-0-8007-9801-7
trade paper
5½ x 8½
176 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: RELIGION / Christianity / Pentecostal &
Charismatic
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
John Eckhardt is a much-sought-after conference
speaker and the author of more than 35 books. Gifted
with a strong apostolic call, he founded the International Ministries of Prophetic and Apostolic Churches
Together (IMPACT) network and the Apostolic Institute of Ministry (AIM). Committed to training leaders
in apostolic and prophetic ministry, he is also on the
faculty of the Wagner Leadership Institute. Eckhardt,
who has ministered in more than seventy nations,
is overseer of Crusaders Church Chicago based in
Chicago, Illinois.
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Practical Insight on Praying for the Sick
from Two Bestselling Authors
yy Randy and Bill are bestselling authors and two
of the foremost leaders in international healing ministry
yy Their first book together, The Essential Guide to
Healing, has sold over 80,000 copies
yy Full of hands-on advice, incredible true stories,
and detailed strategies for effective ministry

I

f you could sit down and talk privately with two world-renowned leaders
in healing ministry—away from the spotlights, stages, and eager
crowds—this is the conversation you would have!
Bestselling authors Randy Clark and Bill Johnson witness the miraculous regularly and see thousands touched by God each year. Now, in a
rare behind-the-scenes format, these close friends interview each other,
sharing with you the heartbreaks and victories, the failures and successes,
the personal and candid insights into their extraordinary journeys. With
honesty and humor, Johnson and Clark reveal
• how they first heard God’s call
• the hard-learned lessons that propelled them forward
• the most amazing miracles each has witnessed
• detailed strategies for more effective ministry
• and much more
These real-life reflections from two soldiers on the front lines of healing
ministry will inspire your own obedience to God’s voice, your deeper faith
that God is at work, and your trust in his power to bring the answers you
need.

Anointed to Heal
Randy Clark and Bill Johnson
Vital Information
Available: January 3
$15.99
978-0-8007-9823-9

About the Authors
Randy Clark (DMin, United
Theological Seminary; MDiv,
The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary) is the founder
of the Apostolic Network of
Global Awakening as well as an
in-demand international speaker. He and his wife, DeAnne,
live in Pennsylvania.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
176 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: RELIGION / Christianity / Pentecostal &
Charismatic
Rights: Worldwide
Previously published as Healing Unplugged

Also Available
The Essential Guide to
Healing
978-0-8007-9519-1
The Healing Breakthrough
978-0-8007-9783-6
The Power That Changes
the World
978-0-8007-9686-0
There Is More!
978-0-8007-9550-4
Experience the Impossible
978-0-8007-9617-4

Bill Johnson is the senior
leader of Bethel Church in
Redding, California. He and his
wife, Beni, serve a growing
number of churches through an
apostolic network that crosses
denominational lines, partnering for revival.
© Heather Armstrong
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Captivating True Story of God’s
Supernatural Love at Work
yy Leanna Cinquanta is the head of TellAsia Ministries and has influenced the planting of more
than 10,000 churches
yy Her story will thrill readers, deepen their faith,
and inspire them to bring the love of God to
the “least of these”
yy Packed with riveting accounts of God’s love
invading the darkest places on earth

A

s a child, Leanna’s young world pulsed with adventure, including
family camping trips in an old Dodge Dart with a dismantled airplane
strapped to the roof.
By age fifteen, she was an equestrian champion with sights fixed on
the Olympics when her greatest challenge came. In a series of stunning
revelations, Jesus appeared to her and revolutionized her life. A few years
later, she picked up her suitcase, left everything behind, and embarked
for northern India with a one-way ticket and a mission: to rescue people
trapped in darkness.
This firsthand, often-supernatural account follows the rigors, heartaches, and miracles of a life propelled by faith into one of the poorest and
darkest places on earth. Leanna’s fearless determination to shine Jesus’
light into the shadows—whether helping the destitute in small villages or
reaching girls abused in the sex-trafficking trade—will thrill and inspire
you to believe his power can change even your most trying circumstances.

Treasures in Dark Places
Leanna Cinquanta

Vital Information
Available: January 17
$14.99
978-0-8007-9816-1
trade paper
5½ x 8½
256 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY /
Religious
RELIGION / Christianity / Pentecostal & Charismatic
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Leanna Cinquanta (PhD,
Regent University) is the
founder of TellAsia Ministries
and part of an international
apostolic team. Through her
influence, more than 10,000
churches have been planted in
an area that was only 5 percent
Christian. When not in India,
she travels and speaks publicly,
mobilizing others to invade dark places with God’s
love and liberty.
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February

How a Simple Act of Obedience Is Igniting
Revival in Our Nation’s Schools
yy Author is the founder of One Voice Student
Missions and a leader on the frontlines of
youth evangelism
yy Filled with incredible real-life accounts of how
God is rescuing the souls of America’s youth
yy Will energize readers to believe God can do
incredible things when we say yes to his call

W

hat happens when a teenage convert from atheism hears a challenge from the Lord—and decides to act on it? This true story is the
catalyst for a move of God that is taking the high schools of America for
Jesus.
Brian Barcelona, a dynamic leader on the forefront of youth evangelism,
recounts how he answered God’s call on his life with dramatic and miraculous results. Just a few months out of high school, Brian obeyed God’s
directive to return to his alma mater and preach the gospel to the kids in
the Bible club. Suddenly lives began to be changed. Hearts were saved.
Numbers grew. Soon other schools joined in, sparking a youth revival in
which thousands of teens are letting Jesus heal their lives.
This remarkable story will inspire you to reach out to others, particularly
young people, and believe that God will equip you for the call he gives you.
Let your heart be energized through simple acts of obedience and watch as
God does mighty things!

The Jesus Club
Brian Barcelona

Vital Information
Available: February 14
$14.99
978-0-8007-9819-2
trade paper
5½ x 8½
224 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / Personal
Memoirs
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Evangelism
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Brian Barcelona is the
founder of One Voice Student
Missions. A leader on the forefront of youth evangelism, Brian
is calling the young people of
America to surrender their lives
to Jesus and calling churches
to our most unreached mission
field: public high schools. Brian
lives with his wife, Marcela,
and baby daughter in Los Angeles, California.
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Groundbreaking Spiritual Warfare Book for
Women, Now Revised and Updated
yy Has sold over 300,000 since its first publication
yy Authors are widely respected speakers and
authors
yy Practical field guide for every woman ready to
wield the power of prayer for those she loves

W

omen everywhere face battles that threaten to overwhelm them.
A friend’s depression. A child’s destructive choices. A neighbor’s
broken marriage. A husband’s failed business. A bad medical report. But
you don’t have to watch hopelessly from the sidelines. This is a crucial
time for praying women to take their stand.
In this newly revised and updated edition, you’ll discover sound biblical
guidelines, inspiring stories, and practical steps to help you see victory on
the battlefront. As you understand your authority in the risen Christ, you
will learn how to overcome forces of evil, help loved ones break cycles of
bondage, and make your home a place of refuge from spiritual attack—
all through the power of prayer.
Here is the field guide for every wife, mother, sister, daughter, and friend
ready to fight for all she holds dear.

A Woman’s Guide to
Spiritual Warfare,
rev. & updated ed.
Quin Sherrer and Ruthanne Garlock

Vital Information
Available: February 14
$14.99
978-0-8007-9799-7
trade paper
5½ x 8½
240 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual
Warfare
RELIGION / Christian Life / Women’s Issues
Rights: Worldwide

About the Authors
Ruthanne Garlock is an
author and Bible teacher who,
with Quin Sherrer, has co-authored nineteen books. With
a broad background in international ministry that crosses
denominational lines, she is the
president of Garlock Ministries,
Inc. She lives in Texas.

Quin Sherrer has published
many books, written for many
leading Christian magazines,
and received numerous awards.
She has also been a guest on
more than three hundred radio
and television shows and is a
speaker at weekend retreats
for churches, women’s groups,
and military congregations. She
lives in Florida.

Also Available
The Beginner’s Guide to Receiving the Holy
Spirit
978-0-8007-9710-2
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March

How God Uses Angels to Heal, Protect,
and Comfort Us
yy Ed Rocha is a respected leader in Randy Clark’s
Global Awakening network
yy Author travels internationally, speaking to
thousands each year
yy A biblically grounded book full of true,
faith-inspiring stories and remarkable insights

A

fter a powerful experience in the presence of the Holy Spirit, Ed Rocha
began to witness healings, signs, and wonders—and angels. Now he
shares remarkable insights about these holy messengers. This practical
and biblically grounded book is packed with real-life stories about supernatural encounters. Through an exploration of Scripture, Rocha answers
questions like
• Where do angels live?
• How do angels deliver messages to me?
• Are guardian angels watching over me?
• What does it mean that healing is “in their wings”?
• Can I pray to see angels?
Angels—God’s Supernatural Agents will stir your heart to realize
these powerful and majestic servants of God are bringing you his healing,
strength, and deliverance.

Angels—God’s
Supernatural Agents
Ed Rocha

Vital Information
Available: February 28
$13.99
978-0-8007-9815-4
trade paper
5½ x 8½
160 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Inspirational
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Angelology &
Demonology
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Ed Rocha holds a degree from
the International Bible Institute
of London and is currently
pursuing a master’s in theology.
Ed’s direct impartation for the
healing ministry set him on a
path of speaking and teaching
around the world, where he
has seen countless dramatic
© Tiago Neto
healings. He and his wife, Dani,
split their time between the United States and Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil, where they are planting a church with
the Global Awakening network.
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Be Healed and Stay Healed
978-0-8007-9781-2
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A Concise, One-Volume Guide
to Spirit-Empowered Theology
yy From respected pastor and evangelist with a
DD from Columbia Theological Seminary
yy Q & A format for easy access and navigation of
core systematic theology topics
yy Theological advisors include Bill Johnson,
Randy Clark, R.T. Kendall, Stephen Chitty,
and more

M

any Spirit-filled believers, even those intimately familiar with Scripture, sometimes struggle to express theology in clear terms. Charles
Carrin, esteemed Spirit-empowered evangelist and scholar, can help.
In this one-volume reference, he explores the core areas of theology—
including the Bible, God, creation, sin, salvation, church, last things—from
a Spirit-empowered viewpoint. He also specifically addresses key topics
for charismatic and Pentecostal believers, including
• baptism of the Holy Spirit
• functions of the spiritual gifts, including the controversial gift of tongues
• healing and deliverance ministry
• angels, demons, and the supernatural miracles of God
• God’s plan for Israel
This comprehensive work by a respected Spirit-filled pastor will help you
grow in understanding about what you believe—and confidence about why.

Spirit-Empowered
Theology
Charles Carrin

Vital Information
Available: February 28
$19.99
978-0-8007-9817-8
trade paper
6x9
320 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: RELIGION / Christianity / Pentecostal &
Charismatic
RELIGION / Christian Theology / General
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Charles Carrin (DD, Columbia
Theological Seminary) is an
evangelist and writer who was
taught as a young pastor to
deny the miraculous works of
the Holy Spirit. In his more mature years, however, he came to
accept the full message of the
New Testament and experienced a powerful baptism with
the Spirit. Today his ministry in the US and abroad
is characterized by displays of the power of God in
salvation as well as deliverance and healing. He lives
in Boynton Beach, Florida.
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Also Available
Word Spirit Power (with R. T.
Kendall and Jack Taylor)
978-0-8007-9526-9
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APril

Bestselling, Timeless Classic Now Abridged
for Young Readers
yy God’s Smuggler has sold over 10 million copies
yy A perennial bestseller now accessible to ages
9–12
yy Includes beautiful hand-drawn illustrations
that bring the story to life
yy Introduces a new generation to an unforgettable hero of the faith

W

ith over 10 million sold, this classic work is now available in a
new edition for young readers ages 9 to 12, complete with riveting
illustrations. The exciting narrative follows the dangerous true-life mission
of Brother Andrew, a Dutch factory worker who goes undercover to
transport Bibles across closed borders. The courage of this young man will
thrill a new generation of readers. They will meet one of the heroes of the
faith—and discover the miraculous ways in which God provides for those
who trust him.
Let Brother Andrew’s powerful adventure story, which has awed
millions, inspire the young people in your life. Through its pages they will
grow in knowledge of the mission field and understand more clearly what
it means to risk everything to follow God’s heart.

God’s Smuggler, young
reader’s ed.
Brother Andrew with John and Elizabeth Sherrill
Abridged by Lonnie Hull DuPont

Vital Information
Available: April 18
$9.99
978-0-8007-9805-5

Brother Andrew began taking
Bibles to Christians behind
closed doors in 1955. His ministry, Open Doors International,
continues to help Christians
in the world’s most oppressed
countries. The author of
numerous books, he lives in the
Netherlands.

trade paper
5½ x 8
208 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Biography &
Autobiography / Religious
YOUNG ADULT NONFICTION / Religion / Christianity
Rights: USA and Canada only (author)

Merchandising
shelf talker
978-0-8007-9601-3

About the Authors

Also Available
God’s Smuggler, expanded ed.
978-0-8007-9685-3
Light Force (with Al Janssen)
978-0-8007-3104-5
Secret Believers (with Al
Janssen)
978-0-8007-3264-6

John and Elizabeth Sherrill,
co-authors of numerous
classics and two of the
co-founders of Chosen Books,
have traveled the world in
search of stories that reveal
the power of God.
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April

Unique, Powerful Call
to the Front Lines of Prayer
yy From James W. Goll, an international prayer
leader
yy Takes readers on a practical, hands-on, 21-day
journey
yy Helps prayer warriors connect and partner
with the strategies of heaven

F

rom bestselling author James W. Goll, a strategic prophetic leader in
global intercessory prayer, comes an in-depth journey into the heart
of what it means to be a “watchman on the wall.” Designed for serious
worshipers and intercessors, this unique 21-day journey will help you move
to the front lines of prayer—becoming more alert to the presence of God
and praying his will with confidence.
With reflection questions, devotional prayers, and practical application,
this book will help you
• discern the specific spiritual atmosphere around you
• discover the strategies of God for certain times
• pray more effectively for others
• understand how to intercede for current events—particularly in the
Middle East
Walking in the lifestyle of a watchman means that you can be the sentinel that God is calling his mature intercessors to be. Learn to partner with
the strategies of heaven and step boldly into your calling.

The Lifestyle of
a Watchman
James W. Goll

Vital Information
Available: April 4
$15.99
978-0-8007-9809-3
trade paper
5½ x 8½
288 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: RELIGION / Christianity / Pentecostal &
Charismatic
RELIGION / Christian Life / Prayer
RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual Warfare
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Dr. James W. Goll is president of Encounters Network,
international director of Prayer
Storm, and founder of God
Encounters Training. A member
of the Harvest International
Ministries apostolic team and
an instructor in the Wagner
Leadership Institute, he is the
author of more than 30 books
and 20 Bible study guides. James travels internationally, teaching and imparting the power of intercession, prophetic ministry, and life in the Spirit. He has
four grown children and numerous grandchildren and
lives in Franklin, Tennessee.
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Hearing God’s Voice Today
978-0-8007-9813-0
Living a Supernatural Life
978-0-8007-9654-9
The Lifestyle of a Prophet
978-0-8007-9536-8
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February

Radical Practices for Everyday Families
yy From award-winning author and nationally
known speaker who has written for Christianity
Today and Image Journal online
yy Explores two families’ yearlong experiment
embracing radical practices like simplicity
yy Shows how transformation can come in small
steps anyone can take, instead of huge changes

W

hen Sarah and Tom Arthur were appointed to a suburban church
after three years in an urban Christian community, they faced a
unique challenge: how to translate the practices of “radical” faith into
their new context. Together with their friends and fellow church members
Erin and Dave Wasinger, the Arthurs embarked on a yearlong experiment
to implement twelve small practices of radical faith—not waiting until
they were out of debt or the kids were out of diapers or God sent them
elsewhere, but right now.
This book is Sarah and Erin’s story, told with humor, theological reflection, and practical insight, exploring such practices as simplicity, hospitality, accountability, sustainability, and social justice—but, most of all, discernment. Along the way readers will consider how God might be calling
them to embark on their own year of small but radical changes, right where
God has planted them. Each chapter includes discussion questions and
suggested readings. Foreword by Jonathan Wilson-Hartgrove.

The Year of Small Things
Sarah Arthur and Erin F. Wasinger

Vital Information

About the Authors
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Sarah Arthur (MTS, Duke
University Divinity School) is
a fun-loving speaker and the
award-winning author/compiler
of eleven books, including the
bestseller Walking with Frodo:
A Devotional Journey through
“The Lord of the Rings” and At
the Still Point: A Literary Guide
to Prayer in Ordinary Time.
She has written for such publications as Christianity
Today, Her.meneutics, and Image Journal online, and
has served as a fiction judge for the Christianity Today
Book Awards. She lives in Lansing, Michigan. Visit
her website at www.saraharthur.com.
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Erin F. Wasinger is a
freelance writer, speaker, and
journalist, having worked as a
newspaper editor and columnist before moving to Lansing,
Michigan. A voracious reader
as well as a storyteller and lay
theologian, she writes at
www.erinwasinger.com.
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Does Genetic Science Undermine the Bible?
yy Venema is a credentialed scientist working as
a cell biologist in developmental genetics
yy McKnight is a world-renowned scholar, speaker,
author, and blogger at the Jesus Creed blog
yy Addresses up-to-date genomics data with
expert commentary from both genetic and
theological perspectives

G

enomic science indicates that humans descend not from an individual
pair but from a large population. What does this mean for the basic
claim of many Christians: that humans descend from Adam and Eve?
Leading evangelical geneticist Dennis Venema and popular New
Testament scholar Scot McKnight combine their expertise to offer informed
guidance and answers to questions pertaining to evolution, genomic science, and the historical Adam. Some of the questions they explore include:
• Is there credible evidence for evolution?
• Do we descend from a population or are we the offspring of Adam and Eve?
• Does taking the Bible seriously mean rejecting recent genomic science?
• How do Genesis’s creation stories reflect their ancient Near Eastern
context, and how did Judaism understand the Adam and Eve of Genesis?
• Doesn’t Paul’s use of Adam in the New Testament prove that Adam
was a historical individual?
The authors show that genome research and Scripture are not irreconcilable. Foreword by Tremper Longman III and afterword by Daniel Harrell.

Adam and
the Genome
Dennis R. Venema and Scot McKnight
Vital Information

About the Authors

Available: January 31
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Dennis R. Venema (PhD, University of British Columbia) is professor of biology at Trinity Western University
in Langley, British Columbia, and Fellow of Biology
for the BioLogos Foundation. He writes and speaks
regularly about the biological evidence for evolution.
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Scot McKnight (PhD, Univer-sity of Nottingham),
a world-renowned scholar, writer, and speaker, is
Julius R. Mantey Professor of New Testament at
Northern Seminary in Lombard, Illinois. He is the
author or editor of more than fifty books, including
Kingdom Conspiracy, The Jesus Creed, The King
Jesus Gospel, and The Apostle Paul and the Christian
Life. He is also a popular blogger (Jesus Creed).
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Rethinking the Relationship between Israel
and the Church
yy McDermott is a widely respected theologian
yy Offers a unique and compelling “third way”
between the typical approaches to this theme

W

idely respected theologian Gerald McDermott has spent two
decades investigating the meaning of Israel and Judaism. What he
has learned has required him to rethink many of his previous assumptions.
Israel Matters addresses the perennially important issue of the relationship between Christianity and the people and land of Israel, offering
a unique and compelling “third way” between typical approaches and
correcting common misunderstandings along the way. This book challenges
the widespread Christian assumption that since Jesus came to earth, Jews
are no longer special to God as a people, and the land of Israel is no longer
theologically significant. It traces the author’s journey from thinking those
things to discovering that the New Testament authors believed the opposite of both. It also shows that contrary to what many Christians believe,
the church is not the new Israel, and both the people and the land of Israel
are important to God and the future of redemption.
McDermott offers an accessible but robust defense of a “New Christian
Zionism” for pastors and laypeople interested in Israel and ChristianJewish relations. His approach will also spark a conversation among
theologians and biblical scholars.

Israel Matters
Gerald R. McDermott

Vital Information

About the Author
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trade paper
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Gerald R. McDermott (PhD,
University of Iowa) is Anglican
Chair of Divinity at Beeson
Divinity School in Birmingham,
Alabama. He previously taught
at Roanoke College and is an
Anglican priest. McDermott is
the author, coauthor, or editor
of numerous books, including
Famous Stutterers, The Theology of Jonathan Edwards, God’s Rivals: Why Has
God Allowed Different Religions?, Can Evangelicals
Learn from World Religions?, World Religions: An
Indispensable Introduction, and A Trinitarian Theology
of Religions.
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The Reformers’ Theology of Divine
Sovereignty and Human Freedom

A Christian Response to Naturalism,
Transhumanism, and Other Outlooks

T

A

his fresh study from an internationally respected scholar of the Reformation era shows how the Reformers held in creative tension the concepts of
divine sovereignty and human freedom. Richard Muller argues that traditional
Reformed theology supported a robust theory of an omnipotent divine will
and human free choice and drew on a tradition of Western theological and
philosophical discussion. The book provides historical perspective on a topic
of current interest and debate and offers a corrective to recent discussions.

mid current arguments related to human life and dignity, Christians
must be clear about how their faith speaks to such concerns and what
other outlooks have to say. This book brings together noted ethicists—Russell DiSilvestro, David P. Gushee, Amy Laura Hall, John F. Kilner, Gilbert C.
Meilaender, Scott B. Rae, and Patrick T. Smith—to make a Christian case
for human dignity. It offers a robust critique of five influential alternative
outlooks, including the emerging outlook of transhumanism, showing how
a Christian view supports the crucial idea that people matter in a way other
views cannot.

Divine Will and Human Choice
Richard A. Muller

Why People Matter
John F. Kilner, ed.

Vital Information
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hardcover
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Richard A. Muller (PhD, Duke University)
is P. J. Zondervan Professor of Historical
Theology Emeritus and senior fellow of the
Junius Institute for Digital Reformation
Research at Calvin Theological Seminary in
Grand Rapids, Michigan. He is the author of
numerous books, including the multivolume
Post-Reformation Reformed Dogmatics.
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is the Franklin and Dorothy Forman Chair
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director of bioethics programs at Trinity International University in Deerfield, Illinois. He is
a senior fellow for The Center for Bioethics &
Human Dignity, has authored or edited over
twenty books, and has appeared on major
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How the Sermon on the Mount Promotes
Human Flourishing
yy Author is a recognized expert on the Gospels
yy Connects the Sermon on the Mount to God’s
plan for human flourishing
yy Unpacks the theological themes of the Sermon and relates them to contemporary issues
such as ethics, philosophy, and economics

T

he Sermon on the Mount, one of the most influential portions of the
Bible, is the most studied and commented upon portion of the Christian
Scriptures. Every Christian generation turns to it for insight and guidance.
In this volume, a recognized expert on the Gospels shows that the Sermon on the Mount offers a clear window into understanding God’s work in
Christ. Jonathan Pennington provides a historical, theological, and literary
commentary on the Sermon and explains how this text offers insight into
God’s plan for human flourishing. As Pennington explores the literary
dimensions and theological themes of this famous passage, he situates the
Sermon in dialogue with the Jewish and Greek virtue traditions and the
philosophical-theological question of human flourishing. He also relates
the Sermon’s theological themes to contemporary issues such as ethics,
philosophy, and economics.

The Sermon on the Mount
and Human Flourishing
Jonathan T. Pennington

Vital Information
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trade paper
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About the Author
Jonathan T. Pennington (PhD,
University of St. Andrews) is
associate professor of New
Testament interpretation and
director of research doctoral
studies at the Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary
in Louisville, Kentucky. He
is the author of Reading the
Gospels Wisely: A Narrative
and Theological Introduction and Heaven and Earth
in the Gospel of Matthew. He has also published a
number of biblical language learning tools, including
New Testament Greek Vocabulary and Old Testament
Hebrew Vocabulary.
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Paper
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Paper
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Christ-Centered Worship

Understanding Christian
Mission

For the Glory of God

he bestselling author of Christ-Centered
Preaching (over 90,000 copies sold) provides a
useful, accessible resource that traces the history
of Christian worship and calls contemporary
congregations to gospel faithfulness. Practical
resources for worship planning are included. The
cloth edition was named the Best of the Best by
Worship Leader magazine in 2010. Now in paper.

Bryan Chapell

his comprehensive introduction helps readers
understand contemporary Christian mission
historically, biblically, and theologically. The cloth
edition was a Christianity Today 2014 Book Award
Winner and was named an Outstanding Mission
Book of 2013 by the International Bulletin of
Missionary Research. Now in paper.

Scott W. Sunquist

Vital Information

Vital Information

espected Old Testament scholar Daniel Block
examines worship in the Bible and develops
a theology of worship that is consistent with
the teachings of Scripture and applicable for the
church today. The cloth edition was a Christianity
Today 2015 Book Award Winner and was named
one of Worship Leader magazine’s Best of 2014
Editor’s Picks. Now in paper.

Daniel I. Block
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Bryan Chapell (PhD, Southern Illinois University) is senior
pastor of Grace Presbyterian Church in Peoria, Illinois, as
well as president emeritus at Covenant Theological Seminary
and distinguished professor of preaching at Knox Theological
Seminary. He is a widely traveled speaker and has authored
numerous books.

Scott W. Sunquist (PhD, Princeton Theological Seminary) is
dean of the School of Intercultural Studies and professor of
world Christianity at Fuller Theological Seminary in Pasadena,
California. He coauthored the multivolume History of the
World Christian Movement, coedited A Dictionary of Asian
Christianity, and authored The Unexpected Christian Century.
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The Saving Significance
of Christ’s Obedience

Jesus’s Parables
in Cultural Imagination

T

J

here is much discussion today about how we are to understand the life
of Jesus in the Gospels. What was Jesus doing between his birth and
death and how does this relate to salvation? This book corrects the Christian
tendency to minimize the life of Jesus, explaining why the Gospels include
much more than the Passion narratives. Brandon Crowe argues that Jesus
is identified in the Gospels as the last Adam whose obedience recapitulates
and overcomes the sin of the first Adam. Crowe shows that all four Gospels
present Jesus’s obedient life as having saving significance.

esus’s enigmatic and compelling parables have fascinated their hearers
since he first uttered them, and during the intervening centuries these
parables have produced a multitude of interpretations. This accessibly written
book explores the varying interpretations of Jesus’s parables across two
millennia to demonstrate how powerfully they continue to challenge people’s
hearts, minds, and imaginations. It covers more than fifty imaginative receptions from different eras, perspectives, and media, showing how the use of
Jesus’s parables affects society and culture and offering a richer appreciation
for Jesus’s most striking teachings.

The Last Adam

The Parables after Jesus

Brandon D. Crowe

David B. Gowler
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Brandon D. Crowe (PhD, University of
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Testament and New Testament department
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Theological Journal.
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Pierce and Bishop George F. Pierce Chair of
Religion at Emory University, where he also
directs the Pierce Institute for Leadership
and Community Engagement and is senior
faculty fellow for the Center for Ethics. He
has authored numerous books, including
What Are They Saying about the Parables?
and James through the Centuries.
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Retrieving a Sacramental Reading
of the Old Testament

Foundations in Scripture,
History, and Practice

T

D

his work argues that the heart of patristic exegesis is the attempt to find
the sacramental reality (real presence) of Christ in the Old Testament
Scriptures. Leading theologian Hans Boersma discusses numerous sermons
and commentaries of the church fathers to show how they regarded Christ
as the treasure hidden in the field of the Old Testament and explains that the
church can and should retrieve the sacramental reading of the early church
today. Combining detailed scholarly insight with clear, compelling prose, this
book makes a unique contribution to contemporary interest in theological
interpretation.

espite their rich tradition of social concern, Protestants have historically
struggled to articulate why, whether, and how to challenge unethical
social structures. This book introduces Protestants to the biblical and historical background of Christian social ethics, inviting them to understand the
basis for social action and engage with the broader tradition. It embraces and
explains long-standing Christian reflection on social ethics and shows how
Scripture and Christian history connect to current social justice issues. Each
chapter includes learning outcomes and chapter highlights.

Introducing Protestant
Social Ethics

Scripture as Real Presence
Hans Boersma
Vital Information
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Violence, Hospitality, and the Cross; and
Heavenly Participation.
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Is the Church Neglecting
the Old Testament?

A Leading Scholar Explores
Key Old Testament Themes

T

T

The Old Testament Is Dying

The Heartbeat of
Old Testament Theology

he Old Testament constitutes the majority of the Christian Bible and
provides much of the language of Christian faith. However, many churches
tend to neglect this crucial part of Scripture. This timely book details a
number of ways the Old Testament is showing signs of decay, demise,
and imminent death in the church. Brent Strawn reminds us of the Old
Testament’s important role in Christian faith and practice, criticizes current
misunderstandings that contribute to its neglect, and offers ways to revitalize
its use in the church.

his volume explores the theological heartbeat of the Old Testament
by examining three big ideas that communicate the Old Testament’s
redemptive theology. Highly respected scholar Mark Boda shows how three
creedal expressions—the narrative, character, and relational creeds—recur
throughout the Old Testament and express its core redemptive theology, in
turn revealing how the redemptive pulse of God expands to all of creation. He
also traces these redemptive and creational pulses into the New Testament
and shows their relevance for today’s Christian community.

Theological Explorations
for the Church Catholic

Acadia Studies in Bible and Theology

Brent A. Strawn

Mark J. Boda
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Brent A. Strawn (PhD, Princeton Theological Seminary) is professor of Old Testament
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Reframing Salvation as Allegiance
to Jesus the King
yy Offers a new proposal for what faith means
within a biblical theology of salvation
yy Shows how the good news of Jesus demands
allegiance to him as king
yy Clarifies the relationship between faith and works

W

e are saved by faith when we trust that Jesus died for our sins. This
is the gospel, or so we are taught. But is this an accurate summary
of the gospel? Matthew Bates corrects common misconceptions about
faith and works, offering a fresh proposal for what faith means within
a biblical theology of salvation. He presses the church toward a new
precision: instead of speaking about faith alone, Christians must speak
about salvation by allegiance alone. We are saved solely by our allegiance
to Jesus the king. Includes discussion questions for students, pastors, and
church groups and a foreword by Scot McKnight.

Salvation by
Allegiance Alone
Matthew W. Bates

Vital Information
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Now Available in English
for the First Time

The Role of Memory
in Early Christian Communities

K

T

arl Barth is widely acknowledged as one of the great theologians of the
church. This masterful example of theological interpretation of the biblical text presents Barth’s insights on an important Pauline epistle.
In 1921–22, Barth taught a course on the exposition of Ephesians at the
University of Göttingen, lecturing from a detailed and carefully researched
manuscript. The resulting lectures, now available in English for the first
time, introduce theological and exegetical issues pertinent to the study of
Ephesians. Introductory essays by world-renowned scholars John Webster
and Francis Watson are included.

his volume introduces the early Christian ideas of history and history writing and shows their value for developing Christian communities of the patristic era. It examines the ways early Christians related and transmitted their
history: apologetics, martyrdom accounts, sacred biography, and the genre of
church history proper. The book shows that exploring the lives and writings
of both men and women of the ancient church helps readers understand how
Christian identity is rooted in the faithful work of preceding generations. It
also offers a corrective to the individualistic and ahistorical tendencies within
contemporary Christianity.

The Epistle to the Ephesians

Retrieving History

Karl Barth

Evangelical Ressourcement
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vols.), the most influential work of theology
in the twentieth century.
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Leading Scholars Introduce
the Bible and Its Interpretation

New in the Catholic Commentary
on Sacred Scripture

T

I

op-notch biblical scholars from around the world and from various Christian traditions offer a fulsome yet readable introduction to the Bible and
its interpretation. The book concisely introduces the Old and New Testaments
and related topics and examines a wide variety of historical and contemporary interpretive approaches, including African, African-American, Asian,
and Latino streams. Contributors include N. T. Wright, M. Daniel Carroll R.,
Stephen Fowl, Joel Green, Michael Holmes, Edith Humphrey, Christopher
Rowland, and K. K. Yeo, among others. Questions for reflection and discussion, an annotated bibliography, and a glossary are included.

n this addition to the successful Catholic Commentary on Sacred Scripture,
two respected scholars and Bible teachers interpret James and First,
Second, and Third John from within the living tradition of the Church. The
commentary provides crisp explanations of the text with helpful sidebars and
ideas for application to enrich preaching, group Bible study, and personal
reflection. This volume presents excellent biblical scholarship in a format
accessible to laypeople with no special training in biblical studies.

James, First, Second,
and Third John

Scripture and Its Interpretation

Catholic Commentary
on Sacred Scripture

Michael J. Gorman, ed.

Kelly Anderson and Daniel Keating
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